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MEETING

Seventh
Month 30, 1990
La Verne,
California
PLENARY SESSION
The Clerk,

Jane

Peers,

1
offered

the

minute

at 1:40 p.m.:

"Fr;iends,
we have
come together
in fellowship
and trust
to find
strength
through our common bonds of belief,
and to learn what may be
required
of us through the leadings
of the Spirit.
In our search for
Truth
and guidance,
we are mindful
that
we come in a spirit
of
are a part
of this
weekworship and that all of our deliberations
for ours is still
an experimental
long meeting
for worship,
way of
seeking
to know and to live
by God's
will.
As we meet together
in
all
the ways we will
meet;
in worship,
in study,
in business,
in
and in social
contacts,
this
family
which we call
play,
of ours
Pacific
Yearly Meeting
will be strengthened.
So, too, may we each
become
clearer
through
the
experience
of
corporate
worship
and
is a place
where each of us may
corporate
seeking.
Yearly Meeting
find ourselves
closer
to Truth and more ready to serve it.
We will
remember,
as we meet,
those
who built
this
Yearly
Meeting,
and we
will
look with loving
hope to those
who are children
now and in to
May we do our work in such a way that it
whose hands PYM will pass.
rill
seem good in the Di vine Order. "

The Clerk then
now in session

announced
and asked

that
that

the 44th gathering
of Pacific
Yearly Meeting
we begin with a period of silent
worship.

was

EPISTLES
The Reading Clerk, Elizabeth
Jones, read from the 1990 epistles
from the
Friends World Committee for Consultation
(FWCC), the Friends Committee on
National
Legislation
(FCNL), and Monteverde Monthly Meeting in Costa Rica.
INTRODUCTIONS
The PYM Clerks introduced
themselves:
Reading Clerk Elizabeth
Jones, CoRecording Clerks Ron Sax and Ruth Peters,
Assistant
to the Clerk Marilee
Eusebio.

and

Presiding

Clerk

Jane

Peers.

Visitors
from other Yearly Meetings introduced
themselves
as follows:
Marty
Walton, General Secretary
of Friends General Conference;
Cilde Grover,
Northwest Yearly Meeting and western field
staff
for FWCC; Sara Crimm,
Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting and the American Friends Service Committee; Joe
Havens, New England Yearly Meeting and Multnomah Monthly Meeting of North
Pacific
Yearly Meeting; Paul Jolly from Pendle Hill;
and Brad Sheeks, Pat
McBee, and Jennie McBee Sheeks from Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting who are
traveling
with a minute of concern for support of marriage
in Friends'
Meetings.
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ROLL CALL
The Assistant
to the Clerk read the roll of member Meetings.
Representatives
were present
from 35 of the 37 member Meetings and from 8 of 19 Worship
Groups.
No one was present
from Fresno and Guatemala Monthly Meetings,
from
Big Island Preparative
Meeting in Hawaii or from the following
Worship Groups:
Hermosillo,
Mendocino, Ojai, San Mateo (which has been laid down), Taft,
Kauai, Maui, Molokai, North San Luis Obispo County, San Luis Obispo, and
Humbolt.
WORSHIP-FELLOWSHIPGROUPS
Keith Wedmore, Worship-Fellowship
coordinator,
described
the purpose and
process
of the Worship-Fellowship
Groups.
There will be eleven traditional
drop-in
groups for those who
Worship-Fellowship
Groups, with two additional
arrive
late or know their attendance
will be sporadic.
Since continuity
is
important,
Friends who signed up for a traditional
Worship-Fellowship
Group
should make every effort
to attend regularly
and arrive
promptly.
Separate
twelve-step
groups and silent
Meeting for Worship will also be available
to
those who prefer
these formats.
ARRANGEMENTS

Arrangements
Clerk Eric Moon asked Friends to make any arrangement
problems known to members ot the Arrangements
Committee, who were
introduced.
Announcements were made regarding
camping, parking,
and
other details
vital
for our comfort during our work together
this week.
Most Friends
this year are housed in a new dorm located
several
blocks
from the dining and meeting rooms; Friends were cautioned
to allow enough
time to arrive
at meetings promptly.
SECRETARIAT
Sandy Farley,
Co-Clerk for the Secretariat,
announced that Nancy Campeau
is manager of this year's
secretariat,
which is housed in the Chapel.
Friends were encouraged
to volunteer
for the many jobs that will be
needed.
This year we are using La Verne University's
copying machines
instead
of leasing
our own, which requires
advance notice when copies are
needed.
Pat Wolff is editing
the daily newspaper this week.
MINUTES
This year the minutes of plenaries
devoted to the conduct of business
will be read back during the same session
in which they were taken.
will be read and approved at intervals
during these sessions.
YOUNGFRIENDS

Rusi Gustafson,
Co-Clerk
young Friends,
and asked
chronological
age.

of Young Friends,
anyone interested

described
the program for
to come, regardless
of
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CHILDREN'S PROGRAM
Arden Pierce,
Clerk of the Children's
Program Committee,
introduced
Rhea
Farley as this year's
Coordinator
of the Children's
Program.
Rhea Farley
described
the structure
and procedures
for the children's
program,
including
several
forms which are required
this year.
The elementary
age
group is being divided
into two groups;
the older children,
ages nine
through twelve,
have asked to form their own group and are being given
the opportunity
to plan their own meeting.
It is hoped that in the
process
they will learn something about Quaker process.
Other plans for
the Children's
Program, including
the afternoon
field
trips,
were
described,
and the staff
of the Children's
Program were introduced.
Friends were encouraged
to volunteer
to spend time with the Children's
Program, not only because the help is essential
for proper functioning
of
the Program, but because these children
miss spending
time with their
parents
as the week proceeds.
MENITO PROGRAM
Liz Amen, convener of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Menito Program,
described
the Menito - or secret
friend - Program, and invited
Friends
who would like to participate
to sign up.
JUNIOR YEARLYMEETING
Jack Huffman, Advisor to the Junior
this year's
Junior Yearly Meeting.
Yearly Meeting were introduced.

Yearly Meeting,
described
plans for
The staff
and advisors
of the Junior

JUNIOR HIGH FRIENDS
Euclid Bautista,
this group.

Advisor

to the Junior

High Friends,

described

plans

for

VIGIL
Jane Peers called
our attention
to the description
of Wednesday's
noontime vigil,
which was printed
in today's
PYM Daily Paper.
It
important
that Friends who plan to participate
in this vigil
sign
a box lunch.

is
up for

COMMUNITY
NIGHT
Marilee Eusebio
and read several

introduced
the coordinators
announcements.

of Friday's

The minutes of Session 1 were read and approved,
at 3:13 with a period of silent
worship.

Ruth Peters,

Co-Recording

Clerk

1:PLENARYl
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At 4:00 p.m.,
worship.

Ron Sax,

tteiigious

Friends

Co-Recording

2

met in the main meeting hall

Clerk
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PLENARY
Plenary

SESSION

Session

3

3 opened

at 7:05 p.m.

with

a period

of silent

worship.

EPISTLES

The Reading Clerk
Religious
Society
(Yearly Meeting),
of Friends.

read the epistles
from Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting of the
of Friends,
the Religious
Society of Friends in Ireland
and the Southeastern
Yearly Meeting of the Religious
Society

MINISTRYAND OVERSIGHT
The exercise
of the evening,
under the guidance of the Committee on Ministry
Two related
and oversight,
was an exploration
of the State of our Society.
State of the Meeting reports
from
themes were gleaned from this year's
individual
Monthly Meetings.
Kitty Barragato,
Clerk of Ministry
and Oversight
Committee, introduced
those members of the committee who would serve as
presenters:
Pru Myer, Madge Seaver, Hermione Baker, Vanita Blum, Bruce
Folsom, Joan Johnson,
and Becky Layfield.
Kitty Barragato
introduced
the process
to be followed in exploring
the two
themes:
(1) spiritual
nurture
and (2) pain, conflict,
and healing.
After a
short introduction
to each theme, members of Ministry
and Oversight
would read
selected
quotations
from the State of the Meeting reports.
Each cluster
of
readings
was to be followed by a period of unprogrammed worship during which
Friends were invited
to respond from their hearts
and from their experience,
as we searched
together
for Truth.
Hermione Baker introduced
the first
theme: spiritual
nurture.
The Meeting for
Worship is the vital
source from which the life of the Meeting springs.
The
State of the Meeting reports
show many ways in which Meetings nurture
the
spiritual
life of its members, including
outward expressions
as Friends reach
out to each other,
to the many who need our help in our communltles.
The most popular sessions
in the adult education
classes
of one Meeting are
when members describe
their own spiritual
journeys.
Other Meetings are
holding special
meetings
for sharing,
centered
on such topics as the grieving
process,
Quaker "theology,"
and addictive
behaviors.
One Meeting asks "Do we
truly come to Meeting with hearts
and minds prepared
for worship?"
Another
notes that "We are drawn together,
not by convention,
but compelled by a
spiritual
quest."
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responded:

Coming to Meeting with hearts
and minds prepared
to each of us.
The real question
is: "prepared

means different
for what?"

Meetings
worship,

should experiment
with providing
alternative
such as early morning or mid-week Meetings

A mother
"Mother,

has been challenged
by her born-again
what do you believe?"

things

opportunities
for Worship.

Christian

for

daughter:

What do PYM Friends believe?
things often seem so terribly
Spiritual
illusive
to the intellect.
When we attempt
to put these things into
words, the words seem so awkward and inadequate.
When we look for
spiritual
growth, it often seems the most illusive,
appearing
instead
sometimes when we least
expect it.
Differences
in language will be found at next year's
World Gathering
of
Friends,
but differences
in religious
expression
will require
our
attention
even more to arrive
at
understanding
and sharing our spiritual
experiences.
if a Meeting is dead or just asleep?
Can we discern
Do we sometimes
believe
in a
overlook
the Source of the Light or Life?
If we didn't
power beyond ourselves,
would we be dead?
When we open ourselves
enough during Worship, we may find we are searched
by the Light; we may find we are known more than we could ever be
prepared
to be, and thereby we are born again and again and again.
Man is a worshiping
animal.
This is not voluntary.
We simply are.
On
her back in her zucchini
patch,
this Friend discovered
she was surrounded
by Friends;
all were yearning
for the Light,
finding various
ways to
reach up toward the Light.
The second theme, pain and healing,
was introduced
by Bruce Folsom.
Many
Meetings experience
serious
pain and conflict
from time to time , and these are
reflected
in the State of the Meeting reports.
Healing is a return
to health
or wholeness after
some "illness"
of the Spirit
in individuals
or the Meeting.
While no Meeting used the word anger, we know experientially
that anger and
lack of forgiveness
work as poisons in our hearts,
as weights or burdens that
cripple
us.
Forgiveness
and understanding
of the other person(s)
are the
medicines
needed.
Real forgiveness
comes not with words. but in a moment of
grace, when the heart,
not the mind is rid of its resentment
and hostility.
We were reminded of Jesus'
words on the cross:
"Father,
forgive
them, for
they know not what they do."
This prayer is our model for forgiveness.
It is
God's place to forgive.
When we are healed through grace, we can begin to
know the person we feel has wronged us or the Meeting; we can begin to
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person.

One Meeting continues
to wrestle with forgiveness,
While some feel "healed,"
others are troubled by "quickie
forgiveness"
that . seeks simply to put the
conflict
behind us rather
than to recognize
it and continue
to work on it.
Another Meeting asks us to examine a deeper question:
"What do we mean by
unity in diversity?"
How can we nurture
the spiritual
needs of all our
members if the expression
of one member's belief
challenges
the faith of
another?
How can we ask for forgiveness
when in fact we know only too well exactly
what we do? And sometimes it is hard to believe
"he knows not what he
does" and it's
hard to forgive.
Revelation
is ongoing.
The solutions
to current
difficulties
there, but have just not yet been revealed
unto us.
Do we love
of them?

one another

because

we forget

each one's

defects

are often
or in spite

It is hard for us to accept the loss of members from our Meetings because
of the stands we take.
Too often we assume separation
is a bad thing.
But this is not necessarily
so, either
for the Meeting or for the person
who leaves.
The departing
Friend is often clearly
already moving in a
different
direction
and the Meeting is freed to continue
to grow in its
understanding
of Truth.
I used to believe
that the worst thing was to be wrong and the best thing
was to be correct.
This led me into many difficulties.
Now I realize
that the most important
thing is to love and the worst thing is to be
hateful.
Love and caring can transcend
discord.
Some Friends who are going through difficult
times are able to ask for
the prayers and support of others during Meeting for Worship -- when they
do, they usually
receive
such support abundantly,
for then we at least
know what they are going through.
But others are not able to ask and so
they go unnoticed.
There is a fine

line

between

reaching

out and patronizing.
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thanked Friends

Pennington:

for

and peace,
and tenderness;
and bearing
one with
and not laying accusations
one against
one another,
ror one another,
and helping
one another up with a

(Psnnington,

to the Clerk

Kitty

of Friends

1667)

read

several

announcements

Clerk

3:PLENARY3
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Clerk Jane
worship.

Peers

MEETING

Seventh
Month 31,
1990
La Verne,
Cal.ifornia
4

gathered

Friends

at 9:45

a.m.,

beginning

with

a period

of

EPISTLES
The Reading Clerk, Elizabeth
Jones, read the epistles
from New York Yearly
Meeting,
Religiose
Gesellschaft
der Freunde in der DDR (East German Friends),
and Baltimore
Yearly Meeting Young Friends.
INTRODUCTIONS
Visitors
from other Yearly Meetings
Meyers of AFSC, and Nancy Alexander

introduced
themselves
of FCNL, Washington.

as follows:

Ched

REPRESENTATIVECOMMITTEEMINUTES
The Reading Clerk read the action
at their
Session II on July 30.

minutes

approved

by Representative

Committee

Kitty Barragato
read the amended Charge to the Subcommittee on the Structure
of Yearly Meeting,
approved by Representative
committee on July 30.
She asked
for ideas and invited
Friends
to attend
the interest
group on this subject.
The amended charge follows:
Ministry
and oversight
Committee recommends that the charge for the Ad
Hoc Subcommittee on Structure
should be to consider
the relationship
of
the present
structure
of Yearly Meeting to its functions,
and to assist
Friends in exploring
alternative
forms.
This will include
a discussion
of the role of Representative
committee,
the length of Yearly Meeting,
and the relationship
of Yearly Meeting to quarterly
meetings and monthly
meetings.
SUBCOMMITTEEON THE MENTALLYILL

Hermione Baker announced
and three sharing groups.

that the subcommittee
is holding an interest
They've set up a browsing room.
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STATEOF THE MEETING REPORTS
The Reports

will

be available

for perusal

starting

Wednesday.

NOMINATING COMMITTEE

Stratton
Jacquette
of the Committee to Name the Nominating Committee reported
the names of the new Nominating Committee, approved by Representative
Committee:
Euclid Bautista
'91, Rick Troth '93, Lois Bailey '93, David Wilson
'93, and Sally Davis '92 (Clerk).
FWCCVISITOR
Section
Harold Smuck, new Clerk of Friends World Committee for Consultation,
of the Americas,
introduced
himself
to us.
He spoke of how FWCCserves
Friends throughout
the world and how we might help support it.
PEACE COMMITTEE

Allen Karcher,
our care.

Clerk

of the Peace

Allen read the
for approval.

following

Committee,

two minutes

thanked

for our attention

us for holding

peace

and consideration,

in

not

Southern California
Quarterly
Meeting advocates
education
and
legislation
to effect
redirection
of resources
and priorities
from
military
to civilian,
humanitarian
and earth-sustaining
programs.
We
ask that present
government spending be used to fund research,
retraining,
education,
retooling
and the assimilation
into the above
programs of workers now employed in the military-industrial
complex.
Specifically,
economic conversion
should include:
environmentally
sound
transportation
systems,
development
of sustainable
energy resources
and
the conversion
of military
intelligence
facilities
to monitoring
Earth's
eco-system.
The La Jolla Monthly Meeting proposes
the following
minute:
We feel
that disarmament
is our first
priority
in this time of political
and
spending precludes
the
economic reappraisal.
we recognize
that military
direction
of the available
Gross National
Product toward reinvestment
in
a comprehensive
social
and environmental
program.
We urge all possible
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reduction
of military
spending.
"Not by might, not by power of outward
sword, but by my Spirit
saith
the Lord."
(Zechariah,
4:6)
Allen read the following
minute,
asking for reaffirmation
of prior PYM minutes
83-11 and 85-21:
Pacific
Yearly Meeting reaffirms
its Minutes of 83-11 and 85-21,
and
once again urges the University
of California
Regents to sever ties with
the nuclear weapons laboratories
at Livermore and Los Alamos at its
corning meeting in September,
1990.
An addendum was offered:

The Clerk will prepare
a letter
of concern to the
President
of the University
asking to arrange a meeting to consider
this
issue.
Friends discussed
the minute,
asking how we might best go about
influencing
officers
and Regents of the University,
how we might follow up on
a previous
meeting with the University
President.
A Friend proposed that we
add to this minute our intent
to also listen
to those in the University
to
whom we're presenting
our concern.
There was general
support for the minute,
but there were questions
about its implementation.
The minute was returned
to
the Peace committee,
asking for further
seasoning.
Jane

Badalato

presented

the

following

minute

for

PYM approval:

Pacific
Yearly Meeting sponsors and supports
the third Friends Witness
1991.
Pacific
Yearly Meeting
at the Nevada Test Site, March 22-24,
entrusts
planning
to a working committee consisting
of liaisons
from PYM
committees,
related
organizations,
and other peace churches.
(See
Attachment A for background.)
During the ensuing discussion,
clarity
was requested
regarding
the roles of
FCNL and AFSC. A Friend asked if the Witness could include dialogue
with
people who make and test nuclear weapons -- that we listen
to others'
truth as
well as speak our own. The Treasurer
questioned
PYM's legal,
financial,
and
insurance
liabilities
regarding
our possible
sponsorship.
A Friend asked if
we could substitute
the word "support"
for "sponsor".
It was suggested
that
the minute include ways we might listen
to others,
that we add names of the
other peace churches.
Although there was general
support for the minute,
the
Clerk returned
the minute to the Peace Committee to respond to these
questions.
Jane Badalato reminded us that there will
Nevada Test Site Witness and on the issue
severing
its ties with its weapons labs.

be interest
groups this week on the
of the University
of California
She also announced a working lunch
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She urged

us to participate

PACIFIC ACKWORTH
SCHOOL
Jean Gerard of the Pacific
Ackworth Foundation reported
that the school is
finding ways of restructuring
finances
and curriculum.
It is now a preschool,
and is running in the black.
Nancy Blomyer, Director
of the school,
reported
that the school is trying to find ways of raising
scholarships
for
needy children
in the Temple City community and is planning
to expand into
another class for older children.
JOHN WOOLMANSCHOOL

Harry Bailey of the College Park Friends Education Association
(CPFEA), the
board of John Woolman School, reported
that the school has made changes after
a very difficult
year due to a serious
enrollment
deficit.
The school is now
smaller,
emphasizes its Quaker identity
in new ways, and is selling
peripheral
property
to pay off its indebtedness.
The school will open this fall.
CPFEA
sees a positive
outlook after a year of travail.
MINUTES
Friends

approved

these

minutes.

Ron Sax, Co-Recording

PACIFIC

YEARLY

Seventh

Month

PLENARY

SESSION

La

Verne,

MEETING

31,

California

An unprogrammed

Ruth Peters,

Clerk

1990

5

Meeting

Co-Recording

for Worship was held between

Clerk
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PACIFIC
YEARLY 'k'"EETING
Seventh
Month 31, 1990
La Verne,
California
PLENARY

SESSION

Clerk Jane
7:00 p.m.

Peers

6

opened

Plenary

Session

6 with

a period

of worship

at

INVITED GUEST SPEAKER
The session
was devoted to hearing our guest speaker,
Marty Walton, General
Secretary
of Friends General Conference
(FGC). She was introduced
by Clerk
Jane Peers.
Marty began by stating
her theme:
Coming home, longing for home.
She feels
in PYM such longing deep in our souls.
She feels warmly welcomed here, and
asks, "What can I give you?"
Not the usual topics of Quakerism,
she decided,
but her own discernment,
truth,
and experience
being among Friends.
Her
experience
in many Yearly Meetings resonates
with ours.
She prefaced
her theme with an exploration
of her own path toward her present
Quaker work.
Born into a Philadelphia
Quaker family that was "one step
removed from" Quaker practice,
she learned
as a child to "trust
the silence."
But after moving with her family to Illinois,
attending
Earlham College,
and
beginning
to find her own way; she eventually
dropped her membership in the
Society of Friends.
Twenty years later,
after much searching,
she rejoined
Friends;
becoming a member of Kent, Ohio, Meeting.
Although she now lives in
the Philadelphia
area, she retains
her membership in Kent Meeting.
Six years ago, having raised
four children
and after
a
she found her way to Stockton,
California.
She attended
helped organize
"Quaker Spiritual
Quest" there and took
responsibilities.
Around the time that her job situation
FGC was having problems;
and they offered
Marty the job
in 1985.
She moved to Philadelphia
to take on her new
in FGC, "is in me," she said.

marriage
dissolution,
Delta Meeting.
She
on many Meeting
was going downhill,
of General Secretary
duties.
PYM, while not

Discussing
how FGC evolved,
Marty said that Yearly Meetings came first,
and
often Friends crossed Yearly Meeting boundaries
to deal with issues
that
seemed too large for each to handle.
These issues
included philanthropic
labor,
education,
right living,
helping one's neighbor,
morals of the young,
and "colored"
people.
Around the turn of the century,
seven Yearly Meetings
joined in a general
conference
- the origin of FGC. Travel was difficult,
but
the organization
grew.
The Committee on Philanthropic
Labor helped develop
the AFSC. There are now fourteen
members of FGC, mostly Yearly Meetings.
By the 1970s, the older leaders,
mostly men, gave way to a generation
of
"rambunctious"
younger Friends,
including
many feminists,
many in jeans.
Marty spoke of newer Yearly Meetings where
Southeastern,
Northern - that are vigorous
Friends.
She spoke of Canada, where there
have influence
far beyond their numbers.
Meetings have paid staff;
most are, like
character."

-Friends are scattered
and include many experienced
are only a thousand Friends,
who
She said that only five Yearly
PYM, of the "do-it-yourself
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Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting,
she said, is different.
They've never had small
numbers of members and were never underprivileged.
"There is much confusion
there about what is essential
to Quakerism and what is cultural,"
she said.
They are hardworking,
with 45 paid staff.
They seem not to realize
that other
Yearly Meetings have something to offer them.
She says, "Philadelphia
is the
dead center of Quakerism."
Turning from her personal
story to her theme, Marty asked, "What is home, the
yearning,
the pull toward deeper experience
together."
She referred
to the
comments culled from PYMmembers' State of the Meeting Reports,
read by
Ministry
and Oversight
Committee on Monday night.
Home is the place I'm wanted,
where I belong.
It nourishes,

accepted.
confronts,

There is room for me.
heals me.

It's

a place

She wasn't speaking of the specific
house and immediate family,
but something
larger,
a wider group that reacts
on an intimate
level.
What do I need?
"Alive and growing edges";
the need to be nourished;
one's own uncharted
space that is safe for exploration.
We need a family of the spirit,
an
unfractured
place to be at-home in.
We interact
every day.
like living

with bombarded and unhealthy
structures,
confront
brokenness
We yearn to experience
wholeness and growth.
Meetings must be
experiences
of that wholeness.

When a couple is married under the care of the Meeting,
the Meeting assumes
ongoing care for the couple.
How about applying
that standard
to all aspects
of life?
For example, we might ask a new member:
In what areas should
Meeting not concern itself
with you? If this happened,
it would profoundly
change a Meeting.
Such questions
can only be answered within the heart,
where God's presence
makes itself
felt.
The home meeting,
not PYM, is the place where Friends can
love us with a truly knowing heart.
In a family,
we play out separation
and
connectedness.
Family life is a "school of the spirit."
Accepting
the gift
of each other's
honesty is how the Spirit
appears.
God is a presence
we know
of because of each other.
Trust is a welcome place for truth.
How do we
grieve?
How do we experience
forgiveness?
Marty quoted
1.
2.
3.
4.

a writer

who set

out

four

steps

to healing:

Feel that pain;
get to know it as reality,
as it "is.
Call on your angels.
Ask for help;
call it prayer or channeling
energies.
Be open for help.
Listen for messages.
If you listen,
you'll
know. You heal yourself;
the message is about how you can do it.
Recognize the balance between fear and hope.
Pain is scary.
We come up
against
forces that keep us from change.
To heal, we must choose hope.

Building
community is how we build trust.
It takes courage.
We often find
ways not to deal with the reality,
not to communicate.
All of us need to take
leadership.
Each of us is a minister.
Each needs to listen.
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to the full

implications

We have a sense of estrangement
God is in dialogue
with us.

of

from

Coming home to God is coming to oneness with all.
Home is close.
We must
only ask for God's presence
in our lives.
Home is a reality,
beckoning
to us,
real,
within our reach.
We get there by going with others,
by opening up.
When we can have

that

much trust,

Thank you,

God, !or

being

Thank you,

Friends,

for

Marty sat down and,
summarized here:
Homeless people
houseless."

with

me they

home.

me all

those

years.

the God I see in you.

out of silent

told

we're

worship,

resented

Friends

responded

to her

called

homeless.

"Call

being

Quoting Ursula LeGuin:
"Home is something we always recreate."
balance between freedom of the individual
and corporate
life;
We also need joy - for example,
possibility
of benign tyranny.

talk,
us

We need
there is the
from art.

There are "Yearly Meeting Friends",
"Quarterly
Meeting Friends",
and "FGC
Friends".
Do we need to redefine
our membership roles?
Marty responded:
I
don't know; I sometimes think yes, sometimes no.
Naming a commitment changes
people.
There's
a place for membership,
but it must be a more diffused
place
for someone like me.
Children

need to leave

daughter,
after
one spoke to her.

My

home to grow up.

leaving
home, went to the local
She decided no one cared.

We need to value in some the need to wander.
while wandering .

meeting

a few times.

Some can remain

centered

No
even

Quoting Augustine:
"Our hearts
are restless
till
we rest in Thee."
Membership is more than just a place.
I hope we have the courage of our
yearnings.
I thought my Meeting
them.
FGC is home.

needed me. But having been away,
You need me and I need you.

I'm pretty
new to Friends
that I was home.

and to PYM. I felt,

I realized

when I first

I needed

came to Meeting,

I'm struck by the God part of Marty's
talk.
I surprised
myself recently
having a conversation
about God. I'm now anxious to have a conversation
God with (a brief
list
of "weighty"
Friends).
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Walking into a prison, I feel more at home there than in many more familiar
spaces.
I was in the eye of a race riot there; the violence stopped when I
came

in.

The meeting

Assistant

That's

ended

"coming
with

to the Clerk.

Ron Sax, Co-Recording

home"

a brief

to me.

period

of

worship

Clerk
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Eighth
Month 1, 1990
La Verne,
California

Plenary

Session

7

7 began

at 9:50 a.m.

with

a period

of worship.

The Clerk welcomed Friends and reminded us of the storj of the Quaker children

in England who held Meeting for Worship even though their parents
were in
prison.
These children
held those Meetings for Worship despite
the
distractions
of the soldiers
and muskets,
and it is hoped that today we can
hold our Meeting for Business despite
the distractions
of the roofers
who are
working above us.
INTRODUCTIONS

The following
guests introduced
themselves:
Sulak Sivaraksa
and Supard from
Project
Bangkok, Thailand;
Sombat rrom the Thai-American
in Santa Monica; and
Linda Haines Melvin from Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting (in process of moving to
Grass Valley).
EPISTLES

The Reading Clerk read from the epistles
from the Yearly Meeting of Friends
(Quakers) in Switzerland;
the Evangelical
Friends Church, Eastern
Region; and
Iowa Yearly Meeting or Friends
(Conservative).
COMMITTEETO READ THE MINUTES
ThP ~nmm;rrPP

rn

RP~n

Sessions
2 (Worship),
and approved.

the Minutes
3 (Ministry

reported
that
& oversight),

the minutes from Plenary
and 5 (Worship) have been read

ECUMENICAL
CONTACTS

Stratton
Jaquette,
as past-Clerk
of Pacific
Yearly Meeting,
reported
that on
behalf of Quakers and the Pacific
Yearly Meeting, he had been invited
to and
had attended
meetings
this past year with the Patriarch
of the Koptic Orthodox
Church and the Ecumenical Patriarch
of the Greek Orthodox Church.
PENDLEHILL
Paul Jolly,
Pendle Hill staff member, described
the opportunities
available
at
Pendle Hill for education
and renewal,
and encouraged
Friends to take apply
for and attend Pendle Hill programs.
Over the past years,
many Quakers from
Pacific
Yearly Meeting have participated
in Pendle Hill programs and found
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them rewarding.
Karen Loch of La Jolla Monthly Meeting described
her recent experiences
attending
the first
Gathering
of Friends of African Descent,
held at Pendle
Hill from July 27 to 29, 1990.
Over 100 Black Friends
from Jamaica,
Kenya,
South Africa,
England, and other countries
participated
in this enriching
experience.
EAST-WEST RELATIONSCOMMITTEE
Kay Anderson, clerk of the East-West
Relations
Committee, described
the recent
activities
of this committee,
including
organizing
the upcoming Quaker trip to
the U.S.S.R.
and sponsoring
the recent U.S. visit
of Tatiana
Pavlova.
The
U.S.S.R.
trip this summer will include
31 persons
from throughout
the United
States and England.
Tatiana
Pavlova,
a Soviet historian
who has written
a
book on early Quaker history
and considers
herself
a Quaker, visited
among
Kay reported
that recently
Pacific
Yearly Meeting Friends
this past winter.
a
small group has begun to meet with Tatiana
in Moscow, but the group is perhaps
more ecumenical
than strictly
Quaker in nature.
The East-West Relations
Committee is presently
struggling
with ways to respond
constructively
to the victims
of Chernobyl and to the desire
among increasing
numbers of Soviet citizens
to be allowed to be conscientious
objectors
to
military
conscription.
The Committee distributed
the background
statement
to
a petition
being circulated
by the Peoples'
Deputies of the Moscow City Soviet
to the Supreme Soviet of the USSR (Attachment B) and recommended that a minute
the rights
be approved by the Pacific
Yearly Meeting supporting
of Soviet
citizens
to conscientious
objection.
A few wording changes were offered
to
the minute, but because there were insufficient
copies of the background
materials
to the minute and Friends wished more time to study this background
and consider
the proposed minute,
action was deferred
to a later
plenary.
In 1990, there will be a Human Rights Conference
in the Soviet Union to which
the East-West Relations
Committee may send a delegation.
The East-West
Relations
Committee is also developing
a working relationship
with the Quaker
US/USSR Committee that operates
out of Philadelphia.
The US/USSR Committee
initiated
the drive to circulate
in the United States petitions
for
conscientious
objection
and alternative
service
in the Soviet Union, and is
also working on a project
to translate
selected
Quaker writings
into Russian.
Anthony Manousos, who recently
attended
the Citizen's
Congress for a Nuclear
Test Ban in the Soviet Union, described
a group in Kazakhstan which would like
to work with western groups who are opposed to nuclear
weapons testing.
They
hope to bring to the attention
of the American public the facts that the USSR
unilaterally
stopped all nuclear
testing
in October,
1989, and the United
States,
France, and Great Britain
are the only countries
still
opposed to the
Comprehensive
Test Ban treaty
which will be considered
at a United Nations
sponsored
conference
in January.
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Friends
to attend the interest
group
Committee to be held later
this week.

FRIEND IN THE ORIENT COMMITTEE
Lee Cable introduced
Sulak Sivaraksa
from Thailand,
or Siam as he prefers
to
call it.
Sulak is a noted author and advocate of social
justice
in Thailand
who has been deeply involved
in working toward enlightened
solutions
to the
social problems in that region.
A recent
project
has been to establish
the
so-called
"Jungle University"
for Burmese students
and refugees.
There are an
estimated
40,000 Burmese refugees
in Thailand now, 16,000 of whom have arrived
since January of this year.
Sulak is now on his way to Philadelphia
where he
is to be an invited
international
guest at the "Celebration
of Conscience"
commemorating the 50th year of the existence
of the conscientious
objector
status.
Sulak Sivaraksa
briefly
described
the recent history
of Burma and the current
problem with Burmese refugees
in Thailand.
He read a letter
from M. Brang
of Burma, Central
Seng, First Vice Chairman of the Democratic Alliance
Executive
committee
(Attachment C).
Friends were invited
to an interest
group
sponsored by the Friend in the Orient Committee to speak with Sulak in greater
depth.
UNITY WITH NATURECOMMITTEE
Michael Dunn, Co-Clerk
committee's
activities
of the committee report
Committee is happy to
is "What can we do for

of the Unity with Nature Committee, reported
that the
over the past year were described
in their annual State
(Attachment D) and that the Unity with Nature
be jointly
sponsoring
today's
vigil,
the theme of which
the earth and it's
people?"

Michael Dunn explained
that the Unity with Nature Committee has recently
come
to realize
that the literature
springing
from the Judeo-Christian
traditions
does not shed much light on our concern for the Earth's
endangered
ecosystem.
This literature,
including
the~
and our own Faith and Practice, is
largely
silent
on the question
of our spiritual
relationship
to the natural
world.
The Unity with Nature Committee strongly
recommends that,
rather
than
simply adding a new section
on this environmental
concern·to
our existing
Faith and Practice.
the wording of the entire
document be revised
and expanded
so as to integrate
an environmental
concern throughout.
Toward this end, the
Committee has initiated
a project
to explore just how the language of Faith
and Practice
might be changed; specifically,
as an example, it has drafted
a
revised
version
of the Advices and Queries on Peace that reflects
an
environmental
concern as an integral
part of Friends'
concern for peace and
justice
(Attachment E).
Cushioned by brief periods
of silence,
Michael read
the proposed revised
version
of the Advices and Queries on Peace.
During the
silence,
Friends expressed
appreciation
for the suggested
revisions
and
suggested
a number of additional
ideas for consideration
by the Unity with
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Committees.

Robert Schutz reported on the current
status of EarthLight, the magazine of
spirituality
and ecology sponsored by the Pacific Yearly Meeting through the
Unity with Nature Committee.
The first
issue was published
in January of this
year and the second issue will be out soon. (See Attachment D for more
information.)
The minutes
corrections.

of Plenary

Session

7 were read and approved

The session closed with a period of worship at 11:50,
Assistant
to the Clerk read several announcements.

Ruth Peters,

Co-Recording

Clerk
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MEETINGFOR MEMORIALS
At 3:00 p.m.,
Friends
gathered
for the annual
Meeting
for
Memorials,
to remember
the lives
of those
in and close
to PYM who
died this
past year.
Ministry
and Oversight
Committee
presided.
Clerk Kitty
Barragato
prefaced
the meeting
stating
that
it would
be divided
into
four parts,
each begun with readings
by Committee
members followed
by a listing
of some of the twenty-five
memorialized
Friends.
The quotations
below are some of the
readings.
Death is
-William
God is
-Psalm

no more
Penn

our refuge
46:1

The remembered

than
and

Friends

a turning

of us over

strength,

a very

from

present

time
help

to
in

eternity.
trouble.

are:

Richarda
Sahla Baker, Morongo Basin
George Burcham, Grass Valley
Edris Cooper,
Santa Barbara
II
Clarence
"Ted Cunningham,
Berkeley
Gordon Daniels,
Honolulu
Olivia
Davis,
LaJolla
Man Soo Chung, Los Angeles
They that
love beyond the World cannot
be separated
from it.
Death cannot
kill
what never dies.
Nor can Spirits
ever be
divided
that
love and live
in the same Divine
Principle
...
They
live
in one another
still.
-William
Penn
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To every thing
there
is a season,
and a time to every
under heaven:
A time to be born,
and a time to die;
A time to plant,
and a time to pluck
up that which is
A time to kill,
and a time to heal;
A time to break
down, and a time to build
up;
A time to weep and a time to laugh;
A time to mourn,
and a time to dance;
...
·Ecclesiastes,
3:1·4

purpose
planted;

Cleo Dorman, Los Angeles
Allen Gates,
San Diego
Elka Herz, Redwood Forest
Lea V. Hurtel,
Palo Alto
Eva Kersey,
Sacramento
Exelee Krekler,
Hermosillo
Pearl McPherson,
San Jose
Eternity
warming
home to

is in our hearts,
us with intimations
itself.
-Thomas

pressing
upon our
of an astounding
Kelly

The eternal
God is thy refuge
arms.
-Deuteronomy
33:27

Nelle
Mary
Virginia
Barbara
Reynolds,
Richard
Rose Marie
Dorothy
Lucia
Dorothea

and underneath

time-worn
destiny,
are

the

lives,
calling

us

everlasting

Noble, Mexico City
Powell,
San Diego
Repenning,
San Jose
Long Beach Friends
Church
AFSC Staff
Roberts,
Roberts,
Grass Valley
Saunders t Claremont
Simons, LaJolla
Smith, Inland Valley

The confrontation
with death
-- and the reprieve
from it -- makes
everything
so precious,
so sacred,
so beautiful
that
I feel more
strongly
than ever the impulse
to love it,
to embrace
it,
and to
let myself
be overwhelmed
by it.
My river
has never
looked
so
beautiful
....
Death,
and its everpresent
possibility,
makes love,
passionate
love,
more possible.
I wonder if we could
love
passionately,
if ecstasy
would be possible
at all,
if we knew we'd
never die.
-Abraham Maslow
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Come, lovely and soothing
death,
Undulate around the world, serely
In the day, in the night,
to all,
Sooner or later
delicate
death.
-Walt Whitman

arriving,
to each,
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arriving,

Fred Spitzer,
Berkeley
Teru Togasaki,
San Francisco
Foy Van Dolson,
Redwood Forest
Henry Wade, North San Luis Obispo Worship
Jeanne Weston, Orange Grove
Louise Wilson,
Palo Alto
Howard Wolcott,
Palo Alto

Group

Friends spoke movingly about these departed
Friends,
expressing
their grief,
their
sense of loss,
their joy having been part of
many of these rich and varied lives.

Ron Sax,

Co-Recording

Clerk
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PACIFIC
YEARLY MEETING
Eighth
Month 2, 1990
La

Verne,

PLENARY

Plenary

California

SESSION

Session

9

9 began at 9:45 a.m. with

a period

of worship.

EPISTLES
Reading Clerk Elizabeth
Junta Anual de Iglesias
from Societe Religieuae

Jones read epistles
from two other Yearly Meetings:
Evangelicas
"Amigos" de Guatemala y El Salvador and
dea Arnia (France).

VISITORS
Amos and Polly Brokaw, from Ohio Valley Meeting, were introduced.
the resident
couple at Brinton House, San Jose Meeting.

They are

BANNERS
Marty Walton of Friends General Conference described
the silk
display
in the meeting hall.
They were made by Beth Cross, a
Scotland.
They are full of stories
written
by people working
the last few decades.
Their theme is With All of our Voices,
Visions.
The banners were carried
by our marchers during the
for peace.

banners on
Quaker living
in
for peace over
With All of our
Wednesday vigil

AMERICANFRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE
Asenath Young, convenor of the PYMmembers on the AFSC Corporation
board,
reported.
She asked how many of us have participated
in some way in AFSC
activities;
most have.
She offered
some history
and background.
Many PYM
members are on AFSC national
committees.
AFSC Corporation
decisions,
she
says, are being made in "a very Quakerly way."
There is an int-erest
group and
a display of AFSC materials.
COMMITTEETO READTHE MINUTES
The Committee to Read the Minutes reported
that the minutes from Plenary
Session 6 (Invited
Speaker) and 8 (Worship) have been read and approved.
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FRIENDS COMMITTEEON NATIONALLEGISLATION
Steve Birdlebough,
convenor of the PYMmembers on the FCNL General Committee,
reported.
He offered
us some background on FCNL, the oldest
religious
lobby
in Washington.
Kimi Nagatani and Ernie Bicknell
are nominated to join this
year's
General Committee, FCNL's governing
body.
Steve spoke of resources
offered
to Friends and others
concerned with how the national
government
affects
us;
they include The FCNL Newsletter
and the Friday and the Friday
telephone
update.
He introduced
a number ot FCNL local Meeting contacts.
Nancy Alexander,
of the FCNL staff,
spoke to us.
She said that PYM, though
far away, feels very close to FCNL. She put a PYMFriend on a conference
call
with World Bank representatives
to try to change the Bank's mind.
Fax and
other modern technology
brings far-flung
closer
to the organization.
FCNL
relies
on Meetings to shape its policies.
FCNL is helping develop laws and
processes
that would address poverty.
For example, Filipino
activists
attended
the annual meeting and made an impact.
FCNL dreams of catalyzing
people to join hands across borders
to make changes.
A series
of events led
FCNL to organize
U.S. groups in a network to "move our Neanderthal
governments."
A number of the network people have briefed
our government
representatives
to a 1992 conference.
Change must occur;
Friends can move
through FCNL to move government.
Nancy mentioned other specific
efforts:
an
economic conversion
coalition
to work on a
bill;
helping develop a religious
Middle East land-for-peace
policy;
religious
freedom for Native Americans.
STATISTICAL CLERK
Betty Hall, Statistical
Clerk, read her report of the numbers and distribution
of members in PYM. (See Attachment
F for her report.)
She illustrated
the
need for members notifying
their Meetings about changes in their own status
and their
families'
status.
FRIENDS BULLETIN
David Wilson, Clerk of the Friends Bulletin
report.
(See Attachment G for the report.)

Committee,

read

the Committee's

EAST-WESTRELATIONS

Anthony
minute
minute
minute
follows:

Manousos, of the East-West
Relations
Committee, reported.
He read a
in support of Soviet conscientious
objection
to military
service.
This
was initially
read at Plenary 7 on August 1. Friends approved the
as amended.
(See Attachment H for background information.)
The minute
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In keeping with long-standing
Friends'
testimonies,
Pacific
Yearly
Meeting supports
conscientious
objection
to military
service
as an
inalienable
human right.
We therefore
support the efforts
of Soviet
citizens
to recognize
the right of conscientious
objection
and to
allow a civilian
alternative
service
in the Soviet Union.

Proposed action:
The clerk of East-West
Relations
Committee plans to write a
letter
of support on behalf of Pacific
Yearly Meeting and to deliver
it to the
appropriate
Deputies or the Moscow City soviet.
Friends are also encouraged
to offer advice and support to Soviet pacifists
as the Spirit
leads them.
FRIENDS GENERAL CONFERENCE

Marty Walton, FGC General Secretary,
reported
that FGC programs and resources
are aimed at strengthening
the spiritual
life of Friends.
They include:
religious
education
materials
and workshops;
books and publications
published
and/or distributed
by FGC (some of which are on display
or for the taking);
the annual Gathering
of Friends;
and the Directory
for Traveling
Friends
(copies of which were on sale).
All resourc~s
are available
to all,
not just
members of FGC. Marty thanked us for "a wonderful week . "
FRIENDS UNITED MEETING

Paul Niebanck spoke as PYM's fraternal
delegate
to FUM. He affirmed
the
importance
of conscious
and active membership in the "ecology of Friends."
Representation
to FUM and other Friends'
organizations,
Paul said, is one of
the best ways available
to us to discover
our deep identity.
PEACE COMMITTEE

Allen Karcher,
Clerk of the Peace Committee, reported.
minutes,
revisions
of minutes presented
at Plenary 2.
after
some minor amendments.
The minutes:

He first
All three

read three
were approved

PYM JUN

90-2

Pacific
Yearly Meeting urges the University
of California
Regents
to sever ties with the nuclear
weapons laboratories
at Livermore and
Los Alamos at its coming meeting in September,
1990.
The Clerk of Pacific
Yearly Meeting is asked to prepare
a letter
of concern to the President
of the University
reflecting
this position
and to attempt to arrange for a meeting of a delegation
from PYM to
listen
to the views of the President
and to express PYM's views.
Monthly Meetings are urged, in consultation
with the PYM Clerk,
to
attempt
to arrange
similar
meetings between individual
Friends and the
Regents of the University
in their home areas .•

(See Attachment
I, Letter
from Berkeley
information
on minute 90-2.)

Friends

9-3
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90-3

Pacific
Yearly Meeting sponsors and supports
the third Friends
Witness at the Nevada Test Site, March 22-24, 1991.
Pacific
Yearly
Meeting entrusts
planning
to a working committee consisting
of
liaisons
from PYM committees,
related
organizations,
and Brethren
and
Mennonite churches.

(Minute 90-3 was approved after Allen read a legal clarification
resulting
from consultation
with PYM member Clark Dixon-Moses,
an attorney.
This was
in response
to a concern expressed
at Plenary 2 regarding
financial
liability.
)
PYM MIN
90-4

Pacific
Yearly Meeting reaffirms
its support of a comprehensive
test ban treaty
and asks the United States
to support a total ban on
all nuclear
weapons testing.
As such a ban is being considered
at the
United Nations Test Ban Treaty Conference
in January,
1991, Monthly
Meetings are urged to educate themselves
on this issue and to take
appropriate
action.

Allen called
to our attention
to a minute and queries
on Middle
from Palo Alto Meeting.
(This minute is Attachment
J,)

East

peace,

Peace Committee requests
that Monthly Meetings attempt,
where possible,
to
provide minutes to PYMwith enough time (two months in advance where possible)
for committees
to give required
attention.
For late arrivals,
the committee
would give priority
to minutes from Quarterly
Meetings.
Friends discussed
the
need for such prioritization.
Peace Committee requests
Discipline
Committee to give careful
attention
to the
role of the Peace Committee and to develop and distribute
guidelines
for Peace
Committee

ready

minutes

to assist

prior

in this

to

the

work.

next

Yearly

Meeting.

The

committee

stands

Peace Committee, through its administrative
responsibility
for the designated
usage of interest
from the PYM Peace Tax Fund, allocates
$200 as a direct
contribution
to the Alternative
Revenue Service,
a public education
and action
campaign related
to tax concerns.
(See Attachment
K, that organization's
"Income Tax Return.")
The committee will further
consider
right usage of
Peace Tax Fund monies, and encourages
Friends'
attention
to the goals and
projects
of the Alternative
Revenue Service.
The Peace Committee offers
Friends a document describing
the Friendly
Program, a U.S.-Mexico
border witness program.
(See Attachment
L.)
The Meeting closed with a period
by the Assistant
to the Clerk.

Ron Sax,

Co-Recording

of silent

worship,

Clerk
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Eighth
Month 2, 1990
La Verne,
California

An unprogrammed

Ruth Peters,

10

Meeting

Co-Recording

for Worship was held between

Clerk
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4:00 and 5:00 p.m.
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PACIFIC
YEARLY MEETING
Eighth
Month 3, 1990
La Verne,
California
PLENARY SESSION
Plenary

Session

11

11 began

at 9:45

a.m.

with

a period

of silent

worship.

EPISTLES
The Reading Clerk read the epistles
from the Netherlands
Yearly Meeting

from the "Irish
o! the Religious

Junior Yearly Meeting"
Society of Friends.

and

INTRODUCTIONS
Bill Wright, a visitor
from Southwest
Friends Church, introduced
himself.

Yearly

Meeting

and Clerk

of Whittier

COMMITTEETO READ MINUTES
Martha Dart reported
from Plenary Session

for

the Committee
read

10 have been

to Read the Minutes
and approved.

that

the minutes

JUNIOR YEARLYMEETING
Jennifer
Mahal, Co-Clerk of Junior Yearly Meeting told us about several
structural
changes which the Junior Yearly Meeting has made.
They have joined
junior
and senior high Friends into a single group and approved a new clerking
of these
structure.
(See Attachment M for a more complete description
changes).
The Junior Yearly Meeting hopes to become more active
within
Pacific
Yearly Meeting, and they asked Friends
to support them in this.
A minute on draft
registration,
which has been approved by the Junior Yearly
Meeting, was read (see Attachment
N). Junior Yearly Meeting asked that the
PYM Peace Committee maintain
a file on those who wish to be listed
as
conscientious
objectors
so that if a time ever arises
when the draft
is re·
instituted,
the objectors
would have a clear record of being opposed to war.
Yearly Meeting endorsed. the minute and proposal
from Junior Yearly Meeting and
recommended to Peace Committee that they engage in a dialogue
with Junior
Yearly Meeting on this issue.
Friends were reminded that there were many
Meeting offered
complexities
to this issue,
and Bruce Folsom of San Francisco
his services
as a draft counselor
to the dialogue
between J~nior Yearly
Meeting and Peace Committee,
Jennifer
Mahal told Friends
that the Junior Yearly Meeting wished to have a
line item of $200 added to the Pacific
Yearly Meeting budget to help junior
and senior high Friends attend Young Friends'
events and occasions
for
witness.
Friends were reminded of the Larry Scott Fund, which provides
scholarship
assistance
to Friends of any age to attend
the Nevada nuclear
test
site witness
(although
administered
by the Treasurer
of Southern California
Quarterly
Meeting,
this fund is available
to all Friends and is accessible
through one's local Monthly Meeting).
PYII MIN

90-5

Yearly
a line

Meeting approved the Junior Yearly Meeting
item of $200 in the 1991 budget to support

11-1

Friends'
request
for
their representation
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and witnesses.

It was pointed
out that Pacific
Yearly Meeting also has a Student Conscience
Fund which is available
to college-age
Friends
who require
help in attending
college
due to their having taken positions
of conscience.
REPORT ON REPRESENTATIVECOMMITTEE
The Clerk read the action minutes from the session
of Representative
Committee
Representative
Committee action minutes 90-28 through
held on August 2, 1990.
90-31 were approved by the Yearly Meeting as follows:
PYM III.N'
90-6

Yearly
Pacific
August

Meeting approved the Sites Committee's
recommendation
that
Yearly Meeting meet at Craig Hall in Chico from Sunday,
4, through Saturday,
August 10, 1990.

PYJI MIN
90-7
Yearly

Meeting approved the recommendations
of the Committee on Wider
(1) our Representatives
to Friends
Fellowship
Among Friends
that
General Conference
and Evangelical
Friends
International
be expanded
to two-year
terms and that they serve as observers
to the governing
bodies of these organizations,
and (2) the term of our Representative
to Friends
United Meeting be three years,
as this is a triennial
gathering.

PYM IIIN
90-8

Yearly Meeting approved the Recommendation
the Nominating
Committee that Leonard Dart
term on the Nominating
Committee.

of the Committee to Name
be appointed
to a one-year

PYM IIIH
90-9
Yearly

Meeting approved the Social Order Committee's
recommendation
that our Clerk be asked to add the name of Pacific
Yearly Meeting to
the list
of endorsers
that will follow an argument against
a prison
ballot,
bond issue which will appear on the November, 1990, California
provided
that the Presiding
Clerk and the Clerk of the Social Order
Committee agree that the statement
of opposition
is in keeping with
Z.)
Friends'
concerns.
(See Representative
Committee Attachment

The Clerk also read the discussion
minutes pertaining
to two proposed minutes
by Representative
Committee but on which unity was not
that were considered
found:
(1) the Nominating Committee's
recommendation
that the newly approved title
Assistant
to the Clerk be changed to Administrative
Clerk,
and
(2)
the Social Order Committee's
recommendation
that PYM become a sponsor of
the Alternatives
to Violence
Project
West (see Representative
Committee
Attachment
AA).
The Clerk also told us
we place in a specified
Nature Committee hopes
Friends'
organizations
and on Chico Meeting's

that Jennifer
Mahal is prepared
to recycle
any papers
box in Brandt Hall lounge,
and that the Unity with
that some of our Representatives
traveling
to other
will carry and share information
on Earthlight
magazine
project
to preserve
the rainforest.

WIDER FELLOWSHIPAMONGFRIENDS COMMITTEE
Gloria

Kershner,

Clerk

of the Wider Fellowship

11-2
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described
the history
of a Western Gathering
of Friends which is being planned
by seven yearly meetings in the west:
Pacific
Yearly Meeting, Intermountain
Yearly Meeting, North Pacific
Yearly Meeting,
Southwest Yearly Meeting,
Northwest Yearly Meeting, Rocky Mountain Yearly Meeting, and the Western
Half-Yearly
Meeting of Canadian Yearly Meeting.
An interest
group was held
earlier
this week and Paul Niebanck, who serves on the Planning Board for the
gathering,
was given many ideas for the agenda of the gathering.
FINANCECOMMITTEE

Virginia
Klein, on behalf of the Finance Committee, reported
that Finance
Committee has considered
the request
that they look into the possible
development of a Meetinghouse
fund under the care of Pacific
Yearly Meeting.
Their investigation
led them to the conclusion
that the Friends General
Conference Meetinghouse
Fund is already
serving very well the needs of Monthly
Meetings within Pacific
Yearly Meeting and it is not wise to duplicate
this
effort.
However, since the Friends General Conference Meetinghouse
Fund is in
need of funds, Finance Committee recommends that it be empowered to invest up
to $10,000 of reserve
funds in this Friends General Conference Meetinghouse
Fund.
PYM KIM
90-10
Yearly

Meeting approved empowering the Finance Committee to invest
to $10,000 of reserve
funds in the Friends General Conference
Meetinghouse
Fund.

up

The 1991 budget was presented
[see Packet Attachment O].
Several corrections
by the addition
of a $200 line item for
were noted, which were made necessary
Junior Yearly Meeting.
overall,
the budget for 1991 is $977 less than the
1990 budget.
PYM KIii
90-11
The proposed

budget

for

1991 was approved.

[see Packet

Attachment

O]

TREASURERS' REPORT
Walter Klein, Co-Treasurer,
presented
the Treasurers'
Report [also in Packet
Attachment O] and explained,
page by page, how to interpret
and understand
the
report.
As an example of the many letters
received
by the Treasurers
from the
various
organizations
to which PYM contributes,
Walter Klein read a letter
from William Penn House thanking us for our recent contribution.
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PEACE TAX FUND. Virginia
Klein, as co-Treasurer,
reported
that the amount
deposited
in the Peace Tax Fund has decreased
since March, 1990, from $17,500
to $4,500, since one large contributor
was visited
by the IRS and needed to
withdraw his deposit.
Currently
there are 12 depositors,
with amounts ranging
from $10.40 to $2,539.
Nine of these deposits
are under $100, and most of the
deposits
represent
the withholding
of telephone
tax.
As a consequence
of the
reduced status
of this fund, the interest
income, which is designated
for
Peace Committee peace-related
activities,
has been significantly
reduced,
from
approximately
$900 per year to $300 per year.
Klein told us that the Student Conscience
STUDENTCONSCIENCEFUND. Virginia
Fund has a current
balance of $4100.
Funds have been distributed
to two
individuals
from one Monthly Meeting over the past three years.
Only a few
Meetings
and individuals
make contributions
to this Fund.
It is important
that Friends be reminded periodically
of the availability
of this fund.
Guidelines
for both contributions
to and ~equests
from this Fund are available
from the Treasurers
upon request.
It was noted
extensive.

that

the current

PYM NIN
90-12
The treasurers'
(See Attachment

inventory

report
OJ.

for

fiscal

for our Faith

year

and Practice

is

still

1990 was accepted

EPISTLE COMMITTEE
John Mackinney, for the Epistle
Committee, read a draft of the Epistle
for
Pacific
Yearly Meeting, 1990.
A copy will be posted and Friends were urged to
communicate any suggestions
or comments to members of the Epistle
Committee,
including
Martha Dart, Marie Parker,
and John Mackinney.
FRIEND IN THE ORIENT COMMITTEE
Bob Vogel, on behalf of the Friend in the Orient Committee, thanked Friends
for their financial
contributions
this past year and introduced
Russ Curtis,
one of our most recently
sponsored. Friends in the Orient.
Russ Curtis
PYM's Friends
and support
sovereignty
and economic
areas within

explained
that the charge given to Verna Curtis and himself as
to observe
in the Orient was to make a trip through Micronesia
their aspirations
for nuclear-free
governments
and for a
free of military
bases.
He then briefly
described
the political
situation
in Micronesia
and their own experiences
visiting
10
this region (see Packet Attachment P for complete report].

Robert Vogel concluded the Friend in the Orient Committee report by reminding
Friends that the Curtises
are traveling
within Pacific
Yearly Meeting and are
available
to meet with Monthly Meetings or individual
Friends.
The minutes
amendments.

of Plenary

The session

closed

Ruth Peters,

Session

at 11:50

Co-Recording

11 were read back and approved

a.m.

after

a period

Clerk
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PACIFIC
YEARLY MEETING
Eighth
Month 3, 1990
La Verne,
California
PLENARY

SESSION

Clerk

Peers

Jane

12

opened

Plenary

Session

12 with

a period

of worship.

EPISTLES

Reading Clerk Elizabeth
Jones
Yearly Meeting of Altearoa/New
Friends.

read two epistles
from other Yearly Meetings:
Zealand and New England Yearly Meeting of

VISITORS
Two visitors
were introduced:
Southwest Yearly Meeting.

Edith

Haynes of FCL and Gerald

Haynes of

REGISTRAR

Co-Registrar
Joe Magruder read attendance
statistics
for this year's
Yearly
Meeting,
along with comparisons
with previous
years.
(See Attachment Q.)
371 Friends
have attended
this Yearly Meeting for at least one day.
Joe
thanked registrants
on behalf of himself and Bob Jolly and looks forward to
next year.
He asked that we remember to return our name tags for reuse.
SITES
Clerk Roberta Hogan of the Sites Committee read the Committee's
report.
(See Attachment
R.)
The report
speaks of the difficulty
of the search for
appropriate
sites
for PYM, and reported
a survey of Friends'
preferences.
The Committee will repeat
the survey next year at Chico.
ARRANGEMENTS

Margaret Mossman, Assistant
Clerk of the Arrangements
Committee, reminded us
to be sure to clean up before we leave.
She asked for volunteers
to drive
people to the airport
and carry luggage.
She reminded us to return
room keys.
NOMINATING
COMMITTEE

Lowell Tozer, Clerk of the Nominating Committee, presented
for our
consideration
the Committee's
report of nominees for 1990-1991 PYMpositions.
The report will be brought for approval
to Plenary 14 on Saturday.
Lowell
reminded us to fill
out the Committee's
form in today's
PYMdaily paper,
to
inform the Committee of our activity
preferences
for the year beginning
in
1991.
Lowell discussed
the Committee's
attempt
to balance committee
assignments
between men and women, north and south.
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Ingrid Petersen,
Clerk, read a report
from Quaker Spiritual
Quest (QSQ) of
Southern California.
(See Attachment
S.)
She spoke of a successful
religious
study group at Claremont Meeting,
and a similar
one planned for Orange Grove.
She informed us of the Committee's
planning
of a major weekend conference
October 4-6, 1990, at Astara Conference
Center in Upland, CA. Its purpose is
to challenge
Southern California
Friends
to enrich their
spiritual
lives.
(See Attachment
S for more detail.)
FRIENDS COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATION

Sally Davis, Clerk of the Executive
Committee of FCL, reported.
She offered
some background on FCL activities,
and presented
FCL's agenda for the corning
legislative
session.
(See Attachment
T.)
The great majority
of members of
or
FCL are appointed
by Monthly Meetings.
FCL advocates
for the-unrepresented
under-represented
people.
Its agenda includes
areas of justice,
health,
mental health,
human services,
human rights,
and peace.
FCL works in two
separate
groups,
North and South, to develop its recommendations,
requiring
that both groups separately
reach the same decision
on a measure before
publishing
its Support or Oppose position.
Sally reminded us that the annual
FCL Harvest Festival
will be held on September 30 at Hidden Villa Farm near
Palo Alto.
(Flyers are available!)
This is the major fund-raiser
for FCL.
CHILDREN'S PROGRAM
Arden Pierce,
Clerk of the PYM Children's
Program, reported
on this year's
program.
The children
attending
included
3 infants,
5 preschool,
12 junior
elementary,
and 11 senior elementary.
The splitting
up of the elementary
group was a success.
The senior elementary
Friends formed a business
meeting
that met daily.
Among the activities
were field
trips
and arts & crafts.
Arden thanked all volunteers;
there was no lack o! them this year.
The opportunity
arose because
ahead with it
Staff members
any concerned

for an unscheduled
workshop for 6-11 year olds on child abuse
of reports
of problems in previous
years.
The Committee went
because they had an experienced
counselor
available.
and facilitators
are to be available
on Friday night at 9:30 for
parents
who wish to talk about this.

FRIENDS WORLDCOMMITTEEFOR CONSULTATION
carol Mosher, one of our five PYM Representatives
to FWCC, section
of the
Americas,
reported.
She gave some background on FWCCand spoke of its growth
worldwide.
Its membership figures
are:
Americas,
140,000;
Africa,
200,000;
Europe/Near
East, 21,000;
Asia/West Pacific,
5,000.
Next March, the annual
meeting of the section
of the Americas will be held in Houston.
At the past
of
two meetings,
Carol has been particularly
impressed by the inspiration
Friends
from Central
and South America.
She quoted a pastor of a Friends
Church in La Paz, quoting Paul's
Letter
to Ephesians,
urging us to find the
unity which comes from the heart of God.
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Carol read the names of the PYM Delegates
chosen by the Nominating Committee
They are:
to attend
the three sites
of the 1991 FWCCWorld Conference.
The Netherlands
(June, 1991):
Gene Knudsen-Hoffman,
Santa Barbara;
Steve Birdlebough,
Sacramento
(Alternate);
Julie Ralls,
Inland Valley (2nd Alternate).
Honduras
Jamie

(July,

Newton,

1991):
Palo

Alto;

Margaret Willits,
Humboldt;
Cliff Cole, Claremont
(Alternate).
Kenya (August, 1991):
Paul Niebanck,.,, Santa Cruz;
Steve Birdlebough,
Sacramento
(Alternate);
Julie Ralls,
Inland Valley
(2nd Alternate).
Other

Friends

from PYMwho are not delegates

also

plan

to attend.

In Spirit and In Truth. is the
Carol referred
to the booklet whose title,
theme of the World Conference.
The book is a preparatory
study for the
Conference
and she recommends that Meetings buy it for their
libraries.
The theme is taken from John 4:23-24:
"
They that worship God must worship
in spirit
and in truth."
FWCCRegional Gathering
will take place November 30 to
A Northern California
December 1, 1990, at First
Friends Church, Sacramento.
John Punshon will
offer two presentations.
John Punshon will also travel
through Southern
California
December l through December 4, speaking at Friends meetings and
churches,
Whittier
College,
and Friends Center at Azusa.
Friends who wish to
be contact
persons
for these gatherings
should see or call Steve Birdlebough
(north) or Jeanette
Norton (south).
Marie Parker
(PYM Representative)
Harold Smuck is here at PYM under

spoke of the FWCCVisitation
its auspices.

Margaret Willits
(PYM Representative)
Communication Committee.
Its mission
into Spanish,
and to provide language

Committee.

spoke of the new FWCCBilingual
is to translate
materials,
especially
interpreting.

Cilde Grover of the FWCCWestern Region spoke of FWCC's new Friend to Friend
program.
Sixty Meetings in twenty countries
are participating.
She mentioned
the Quaker Youth Pilgrimage,
for 16 to 18 year olds, alternating
between the
U.S. and Europe.
And she told of Friends in Youth Work, which prepares
a
directory
of opportunities
for youth work, and is also organizing
a
conference.
Steve Birdlebough
(PYM Representative)
spoke of FWCC's Right Sharing of World
Resources program.
He referred
to an article
about Robert Mazibuko of South
Africa,
a tree planter.
(See Attachment
U.) Robert Mazibuko was helped in
his work by Right Sharing of World Resources.
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Harold Smuck, our visitor
from FWCC, Section of the Americas,
about a job opening at FWCCheadquarters,
Philadelphia.

spoke briefly

to FWCC. "Friends
Bob Vogel offered us good reasons for contributing
FWCC", he said.
He thanked Meetings in PYM for their assistance.

need

Jeanette
Norton (PYM Representative)
presented
a talk and slide show on the
recent first
International
Theological
Conference of Quaker Women, at
Woodbrooke College,
England.
Jeanette
was one of the 74 women from
unprogrammed and pastoral
meetings
(from 21 countries)
who attended.
(See Attachment V for the Conference's
press release
and epistle.)
The
Conference focused on the meaning of theology.
Participants
read scripture,
reflected
upon their personal
responses
to the scripture,
sang, did crafts
and
art.
They held Creative
Theological
Reflections
workshops.
The women shared
in many ways: Bible study, personal
sharing,
corporate
worship.
Jeanette
shares
this conference

with us some of the things she feels
and its relevance
to PYM:

1. It was important

are most important

about

for us to be together.

2. Women's issues,
including
sexism in our religious
institutions
and
educational
materials,
cannot be referred
to any one committee such as
our Social Order Committee.
Sexism needs to be studied and considered
jointly
with Ministry
and oversight,
Peace, and Social Order Committees.
3. The conference
structure
and the use of individual

modelled
gifts.

4. The way our time was structured
a greater
depth of spirit.

Quaker and feminist
was extremely

helpful

values

in heading

Jeanette
read the epistle
from the Conference.
(See Attachment
suggested
that we watch Friends Bulletin
for further
information
the Conference.
Plenary Session 12 closed with
the Assistant
to the Clerk.

Ron sax,

co-Recording

silent

worship,

Clerk
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Month

Verne,

Society of Friends

13

unprogrammed Meeting for Worship was held between 4:00 and 5:00 p.m.

Ruth Peters,

Co-Recording

Clerk
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YEARLY MEETING

Eighth
La

Meeting

4,

1990

California

SESSION

Session

14

14 began

at 9:30 with

a period

of silent

worship.

EPISTLES
The Reading Clerk read from the epistles
from London Yearly Meeting,
Junior
Yearly Meet~ng of Iowa Yearly Meeting of Friends
(Conservative),
and Ohio
Valley Yearly Meeting of the Religious
Society of Friends.
COMMITTEETO READ THE MINUTES
Martha Dart reported
that
been read and approved.

the minutes

from Plenary

Session

13 (Worship)

have

DISCIPLINE COMMITTEE
The Discipline
Committee has submitted
year [See Packet Attachment
W].

a written

report

on its

work this

Friends were reminded to read the written
annual reports
not only
Discipline
Committee but from the other committees
which submitted
annual reports
this year.

from
written

NOMINATING COMMITTEE

Lowell Tozer, Clerk of Nominating Committee, gave the final
report
of the
Nominating Committee, which inciuded
a few changes from the preliminary
version
reported
yesterday.
PYJI KIN

90-13

The final
report
of the Nominating
[See Packet Attachment
X.]

Committee

was approved.

EPISTLES TO FRIENDS EVERYWHERE
The Epistle
[See Packet

from Young Friends
Attachment
Y].

was read

The Epistle
[See Packet

from Junior Yearly
Attachment
Z].

Meeting

The final version
of the 1990 Pacific
Everywhere was read by John Mackinney

by David Calderon
was read

by Sage Wexner

Yearly Meeting Epistle
[See Packet Attachment

14-1

to Friends
AA].

past
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The Clerk asked Marty Walton to thank Beth Cross from Scotland
for
of silk banners which were enjoyed so much during Yearly Meeting.
The minutes

of Plenary

Session

There being no further
period of worship.

Ruth Peters,

business,

Co-Recording

14 were read
Plenary

her display

and approved.

Session

14 closed

at 10:30

with

a

Clerk

PACIFIC

YEARLY MEETING,

PLENARY

SESSION

Eighth
Month 4, 1990
La Verne,
California

15

An unprogrammed Meeting
noon.
Clerk Jane Peers

for Worship was held between
read the Closing Minute:

11:00

a.m.

and 12:00

Dear Friends,
we have known each other in new ways this week as we have
lived together
and sought together
to find and follow the will o! God. May
we carry with us the courage and hope we have found here and take with us
the confidence
that we are each held in Divine love.
While we are apart,
let us continue
to seek to know what the Lord requires
of us, until we meet
again at Craig Hall, Chico, from August 4-10, 1991.
This, the 44th
gathering
of Pacific
Yearly Meeting,
is now closed.

Ron Sax,

Co-Recording

Clerk

15-1
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PACKET ATTACHMENT A

LENTEN NEVADADESERT WITNESS

MINUTE:
"Southern
California
Quarterly
Meeting
(SCQM) recognizes
that
the
Nevada Lenten
Test Site
Experience
offers
the Society
of Friends
and
other
religious
groups
the unique
opportunity
to witness
to their ·
religious
faith
by opposing
nuclear
testing.
SCQM recommends
that
Pacific
Yearly
Meeting
(PYM) actively
support
a continuation
of this
witness
in 1991.
We also favor communicating
with groups
as the
Nevada-Semipoli
tinsk
Movement,
that
testing.

in . the Soviet
are -opposed

Union, such ;
to nuclear

We are convinced
of the power of prayer
and of the persistence
and diligence
of worship.
We also
believe
in the power of faithful
~
action
in overcoming
militarism.
'For truly,
I say to you,
if you '·
of mustard
seed,
you can say to this mountain,
have faith
like a grain
Move from here to yonder
place,
and it will
move and nothing
will
be
impossible
to you.'
(Matthew,
17:20)"

o;. -?'

':~ .~
,."' .::n.1: .,

• • 1)

RECOMMENDED
ACTION:
Pacific
Yearly
Meeting
include
in its
Epistle
an invitation
to
Friends
everywhere
to the Lenten Nevada Desert
Witness
and to request
that
all Yearly
Meetings
publicize
the Witness
and give assistance
to
transportation.
•·

The _Committee
on Ministry
and Oversight
help develop
the theme
"The Power of Prayer
and Witness
for an end to the threat
of Nuclear
War."
The Clerk of Ministry
and Oversight
to be a liason
to a working
committee.
The Quaker
Spiritual
Quest
Subcommittee
to
lead
the
Worship-Fellowship
groups.
The Peace Committee
to actively
assist
in
implementation.
The Unity
With Nature
Cammi ttee
to help
pick
a
site
for camping and outdoor
activities.
The Social
Order Cammi ttee
to implement
the Witness
. in light
of our cc;:,,~cern over
the recent
ruling
that
the government's
need to regulate
Supreme Court
behavior
supercedes
the individual's
right
to follow
religious
belief.
The Clerks
of Young Friends
and .Junior
Friends
publicize
the·
~vent among their
members and appoint
liasons
to the working
committee
to aid in developing
activities
at the event,
and to deal with issues
concerning
housing,
transportation,
and levels
of
involvement
for
the~r members at the site.
The Friends
Committee
on National
implement
the Witness
in light
of their
and the abolition
of nuclear
weapons.
The American
Friends
Service
regionally
in
Southern
California,
organization
with staff
and financial

Legislation
work on

Committee,
to
aid
assistance.

A - 1

to
nuclear
both
in

consider
and
disarmament

nationally
publicity

and
and

' ·~- ·:
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PACKETATTACHMENT
B

Petition of

The Peoples' Deputies of The Moscow City Soviet to
The Supreme Soviet of The USSR
We, the undersigned Peoples' Deputies of the Moscow City Soviet, being convinced that
freedom of thought, conscience and religion is one of the basic-and inalienable rights of persons,
taking into account Article 18 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 18 of the
International Pact on Civilian and Political Rights, which acknowledges the right of each person to
freedom of thought, conscience and religion,
taking into account also a series of resolutions by the General Assembly of the UN and the
Commission on Human Rights of the Economic and Social Council on Human Rights, which call
for teaching the young in the spirit of mutual understanding, peace, justice and respect for' all
people~ and to acknowledge the right of each person to refuse military service as a legal
expression of the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion,
taking into account that the right to refuse military service for conscience sake was
formally abolished in the reign of the administrative-in-command repressive system and antihumane, anti-democratic, militaristic thinking,
assuming that the acknowledgement of the right of refusal of military service for
conscience sake and the codification of this right in law of the land will be an important step in the
democratization of society,
assuming also that acknowledgement of the right of conscientious objection to military
service will accelerate the transition to a professional army, a decrease in the Armed Forces of the
USSR to a level sufficient for defensive purposes and tangentially allow a decrease in the country's
military spending,
taking into account the fact that the draft call becomes more difficult with each year,
meeting stronger and stronger resistance on the part of the draft-age youth,
interpreting the increasing passive resistance to the draft call as evidence of irreversible
changes taking place in the social consciousness in the course of democratization and under the
influence of the decrease of international tension and decrease of the threat of attack on the USSR,
being certain that establishment of a law on the right of conscientious objection will assist
in further disarmament and strengthening of the spirit of trust and cooperation in international
relations, a decrease in the threat of war, and will also eliminate certain political, legal and
psychological barriers in the path of building an all - European homeland, specifically the
formation of a single European legal entity,
we appeal to The Supreme So~iet of the USSR to - at the earliest possible moment-' work
out and take legal steps and actions directed at freeing from-military service those who·refuse
military service on religious or ethical grounds and introduce alternative civilian service for those
young persons who refuse military service on religious dr ethical grounds,
we express the hope that the process of conscientious objection will not be demeaning or
intended to limit the rights and freedom of citizens who choose conscientious objection,
we emphasize that the alternative service must be non-military, civilian in character, reflect
the interests of society, and must not have the nature of punishment,
we propose that alternative civilian service should not be for a longer period of time than
that of minimum military service, and call for elimination of any discrimination whatsoever with
respect to citizens who are conscientious objectors both during their time of service as well as
afterwards.
B- l
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DEMOCRATIC ALLIANCE OF BURMA
CENTRAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
27 July:: 1990

Fax: No. 02-2367783
Dear Dr. Sulak:

!'-ly colJ.eagues
and I take t:his op::;ortunity
·to congratulate
you
efforts
fer the cause of the oppressed,
justice
for your tireless
and peace ~or all.
our prayer is th~t you will continue to be

successful
fortunate.
around

as you campaign boldly

Dr. Sulak,

the world,

as you travel

on behalf

extensively

of those

who are less

to various

conference

we sho-1.1ld li:-;:e to asl-~ you to kindly

keep in mi.."l.d

the plight of tne peoples of Burn.a, and discuss it with others,
both governme~tal and no~-gcvernmental
groups, aa opportunity
arises
We sho'J.ld be most grateful
to you. if you will kindly co:rn..'l'IU!licate
with the free world on our behalf
t::e followir..g points:First of all, 3urma held cer first
general rlrot~n
in thirty
yea::s on ~ay the 27th.
In it, the world h.a.s witnessed an overwhel'I'wo months have passed
ming victory by the de::-:ocratic opposition.
since thia election,
but transfer
of power by the military
junta
to legally
elected rep~esentatives
is yet to take place.
We ask
the co~..r.iunity of free nations
to apply every possible
~ressure
ror
an immediate

transfer

Secondly,

drafting

De~ocratic

of power

to establish

of a ns-;,: constitut:.on

Alliance

to civilian

a democratic
should

goverr...ment.

forn

of govern."?lent, the

be i.."1 order.

of Bur~a-(DAB) and National

We, of the

Democratic Front or

Burma (:rn?), like to emphasize the fact that we represent tena or
thousands
of people,~ who are directly
unc.er our control.
A.'l'ldthose
who a!'e under our control
were d·enied. by the military
junta. from
taking part in the elections.
Thank God that the democratic
opposition
won an overwhelming victory!
Bu.t"ma, as you a.re well aware,
is made up of multi-nationalities
consisting
of various
cultures\
a~d la.I1guagss.
AS we are represer..tatives
0£ these varied culture's

we strongly reel that we are obligated
to
'-.
of t1:.e new cons ti tut ion which is so sacred
and p~rhaps the single r:ost ir:iportant
document ever wri·tten for us
and for our posterity.
·
and language groups,
take part in drafting
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Thirdly,

been perished.

due to the long-dra.wn civil

war,

Tens of thousands cf fa~ilies
tr.J"oughout :Surna. · ·under the pretext

coun-c.1ess lives

have beer. rendered

have

..homeless
of'· the civil war, the
military
junta has oeen abl.-e t .c col'!".roi
t flagrant
attroci ties and
human rights
violations
which are unknown to . cdvilized
world.
The
DAB and the NDF strongly
believe
that it is mandatory to achieve
peace if Burma is going to survive.
:·te have repeatedly
made press

releases
for negotiated
peace settle~ent,
but Rangoon has been
negative.
We believe tbat as long as there is a civil aar, it will
be a hindrance to co~.mencement of a democratic form of goverr-...ment.
Since tne Saw Naung regime wants to continue to hold on to power,
it is obvious that the ~ilitary
junt~ does not wa.~t the civi war
ended • .A.lso., as long as the civil war continues,
there will be
people,
especially
in the mo~ntain regions,
multitu&es of dis~l~ced
who would have no choice but to reso~t to opium cultivation
for
their
survival.,
a.~d thus, the drus eradication
will continue to be
impossible.
Also, the militar-t
junta wil~ continu: to have_ the·~·
opportunuty to callaborate
with drug traf'ickers •• nfact! tne rniLitary regime recently permissioned tee CPB forces that gained understand with SLCRCto cultivate
a..~d refine opium in their areas.
For theee

tra.~sfer

place

process

a.~d other

reasons,

of power to a denocratically

immediately,
IllUSt

and those

be included.

it

political

is extremely
inportant
that the
elected govern.~ent should take
parties
who love d~moc~atic

ii:i -the drafting

of the new constitution.

Thank you, Dr. Sulak., for your kindness
known to the world.

in making our plea

With best regards,
Yours Sincerely,

M. :Srai g Seng
Firat Vice Chirman
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UNITYWITHNATURE
STATEOFCOMMITTEE
JULY30, 1990
EARTHLIGHT
Status Report
EarthLight is the magazine of spirituality and ecology sponsored by
PacificYearly Meeting through your Committee on Unity with Nature.
We have been in operation nine months, have produced our first issue
in January of this year, and the second issue is about to come off the press.
The Committee is justifiably proud of the first issue, with articles in depth by
Francis Hole, David Oates, Robert Rodale,and JoAnn McAHister. We know, as
you do, that humankind will not be able to save the earth from destruction
as a habitat for life without a change in our attitude toward the creation.
That is a matter of the spirit. That is the content of this magazine. And the
second issue is likewise il1iminating,with articles by the British writer Rex
Ambler. and our own David Wilson.
As sponsors of this effort, you will be interested in its mundane
aspects as well as its spiritual. I believe we are husbanding your resources
carefully, spending them frugally, and making real progress toward selfsupport from subscriptions. But we have a ways to go.
First, I want to thank our professional staff. Our editor. Chris Laning.
and her office manager, Lois Richter, are doing outstanding work in their
respective capacities. Youwill find that these two people, plus a number of
volunteers, are doing all of the work that is normally done by a magazine
with a staff of a dozen.
As of today, we have 451 subscribers. We have exceeded our budget
for subscriptions in the first year, which was SS,000, but many of you have
subscribed for two years, which means we have earned only S1O of your S2S
payment. We will soon be asking those of you who have subscribed at the
low initial rate to renew. And we are asking you right now for your
individual contributions and contributions from your meetings.
I have forms for those of you who would like to ask your Meeting
members to subscribe to the first two issues, in groups of a dozen, at the half
price of $5 per subscription.
We believe it will take us two years to break even at 2,000 subscribers. We have a ways to go. We are doing fairly well in our requests for
D- l
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grants to fill the gap. Pacific Yearly Meeting itself has given us a SSOO
grant
and a SS00 loan. The national organization of Friends in Unity with Nature
has given us $5,200. We have $8,000 in hand from your historical gifts. We
have another $2,000 loan, and have received gifts from individuals and a
foundation in the amount of $3,000. That adds up to S19,.200. Our budget
for the first two years is $45,000. Fundraising goals for 1991 are S10,000
from new subscriptions (667) and $10,000 in gifts--from individuals and
meetings.
This is a significant project. So. also. is our spirituality and the
environment. We have a ways to go. And we are making progress. We·
have hope, faith, and charity. And the greatest of these is love.
ldyllwild Conference:
Thirty participants attended the fifth annual Unity with Nature Conference
held in Idyllwild, CA.on April 20-22. The conference was scheduled to
coincide with the twentieth anniversary of Earth Day, which occurred on
Sunday, April 22. Frances Hole, emeritus professor of soils science at the
University of Wisconsin, and David Oates, author of Earth Rising, acted as
facilitators for the group . With poems. fiddle tunes and puppets. Frances
Hole increased our awareness of our relationship with the living resource
that is the soil beneath our feet. David Oates led us through a discussion of
the assumptions or. as he called them, the myths that are the foundation for
an ecological world view.
Conference expenses exceeded the budget, largely because of the smaller
than expected number of participants. Feedback from the conference
participants was very positive. An evaluation of the conference has led the
Unity with Nature Committee to opt for the workshop format at the next of
our annual gatherings, which is scheduled for June 14-16 at Ben Lomond.
We have used our previous times together to strengthen the spiritual side of
our environmental interests. We want now to ppursue the second part of
the advice: "Think globally, act locally" -- shortened for this occasion to "DO
IT!" Whe we will do is to gain experience in and confidence with activities
aimed at conserving and preserving environmental resources and at building
understanding, appreciation and love for the natural world.

NevadaDesertExperience:
D- 2
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The Unity with Nature Committee cosponsored with the Peace and Social
Order Committees PYM's participation in the in "Even the Stones Cry Out," the
1990 Nevada Desert Experience. Quakers joined with Brethren and
Mennonites on March 17-18 in Las Vegas for a weekend of fellowsbip before
traveling to Mercury, Nevada, for a witness at the test site.
Unity with Nature has approved cosponsoring the 1991 event, as outlined in
a proposed Peace Committee minute, and will participate in the planning to
help assure that the event will have a strong environmental component.
Tom Farley will be the committee's liaison in the planning process.
Other Committee Business:
During the past year other monthly meetings have followed Chico Monthly
Meeting's lead in fund raising for the preservation of Costa Rican rainforest
land at Monte Verde. Chico is now offering certificates indicating that a
specific amount of rainforest land has been purchased in behalf of the
person named on the document. The certificates are available at PYM and
through the ChicoMonthly Meeting. Contact Susan Hughes.
The committee is continuing to review the advices and queries in Faith and
Practices with the thought of offering possible changes in language that
would more closely reflect our concern for unity with nature.
Respectfully submitted:
Chuck Orr
Clerk

D -
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draft revision of the Advices and Queries on peace.*
prepared by the Committee on Unity with Nature
Pacific Yearly Meeting, 1990

PEACE
Peace is the state in which we are in accord with God, the earth,
others, and ourselves. It comes to us only when we submit to the Spirit
found within us.

fnJ-OWjh ·We know that true, lasting peace among us can finally be attained
onWlunity in the life of the spirit. We work to create conditions of peace,
such as freedom, justice, cooperation, and the integrity of all creation
through a sustainable use and the right sharing of the world's resources.
As we work for peace in the world, we search out the seeds of war in
ourselves and in our way of life. We refuse to join in actions which lead to
humandeath ortodestruction
of thefragile
webof lifeonearth.We seek
ways to cooperate to save life, to strengthen the bonds of unity among au
people, and to live in unity with nature.

Dowe live in the virtue of that life and power which takes away the
occasion of all war?

Dowe ref rain from taking part in war or the destruction
of the
environment
as inconsistent with the spirit of Chr~st?
What are we doing to remove the causes of war and to bring about the
conditions of peace? Where there is hatred, division, strife, mg_
destruction of the environment. how are we instruments of
reconciliation, love, and healing?
How do we communicate to others an understanding of the basis of
our peace testimony?
As we work for peace amonghumans and for unity with the natural
world, are we nourished by peace and unity within ourselves?
"Changes from the 1985 edition of PYM Riitb and Practice are underlined.
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STATISTICAL REPORT OF THE YEAR MAY 1, 1989, TO APRIL 30, 1990
As we start a new decade, let's look back at the past ten years of Pacific Yearly Meeting
and not just the changes that have taken place in the past year. First, what was new to
us in 1980? In 1980 we added Strawberry Creek as a monthly meeting. With 19
members, it was the first new monthly meeting in five years. In 1980 there were 35
meetings in PYM. Among them were: Palomar, Riverside; and Redlands. Today we have
38 meetings. New since 1980 are: Chico, Guatemala, Hemet, Humboldt, Inland Valley,
and Redding. The membership total today is 1519; the total in 1980 was 1452, an
increase of 4-1/2%. For 1990 there are 881 in CPQM, 517 in SCQM, 91 in Hawaii, 26
in Mexico, and 4 in Guatemala.

The significant losses over the last ten years are concentrated in 11 monthly meetings.
Marloma, Pacific Ackworth, and San Fernando Valley have lost more than half their
membership in ten years. Los Angeles and Marin have lost one-third of their
membership. Mexico City, Orange Grove, Sacramento, and San Jose have lost onequarter of their membership. Berkeley and San Francisco have lost 15 % of their
membership. The decline in size of a large meeting may not at first be obvious. This is
not to say that BIG is better. But, when the meeting becomes smaller, fewer members
need to take on more responsibility. It may have the expense of a meetinghouse;
extensive committee structure that grew when the meeting was large; financial outreach
to many Friends' organizations; plus local community support for which it is obligated.
Occasionally, meetings make a concerted effort to have membership reflect an active
involvement in the monthly meeting. This may result in a particularly large drop in
membership. Do not view this as a negative. It is far more positive to have a
membership of 20 active members than to have a membership of 40, with only 20 active
members.
On the other side is the growth that has been experienced not only by the new monthly
meetings which have been added, but also by the growth of individual meetings.
Significant growth over the last ten years is concentrated in eight monthly meetings.
Santa Cruz has grown by 50%; Grass Valley has grown by 61 % ; Reno has grown by
66%; San Diego has grown by 70%; Davis has grown by 75%; Redwood Forest has
grown by 90%; Visalia has grown by 100%; and Strawberry Creek has grown by
200%.
Now, before we get too smug, let's come back to the present total of 1519 members. This
is a drop of 13 members from the 1989 total of 1532. Is this a change in the commitment
to our membership? Or is it just that monthly meetings were "cleaning house"?
This is the first year that the Guatemala Meeting has been added. They only were able
to report 4 members, but Guatemala Meeting reports that they are alive and well with 12
ATTACHMENTF - 1
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attenders, 3 of which have memberships in other monthly meetings. This year finds PYM
with several very small meetings: Humboldt, Los Angeles, Pacific Ackworth, Redding,
and San Fernando Valley. Hayward Area Meeting is still in the process of being laiddown, but Hayward Area Worship Group has found new life and vitality with an increase
of both adults and children attending the worship group. When is the decision to lay
down a monthly meeting the first step towards a new vitality of spirit? Is our Light
hidden from the view of those in the larger community outside of our meeting?
Remember the Friend who first welcomed you to your first Friends' Meeting? When
was the last time you welcomed a visitor to your Friends Meeting? Does this
describe you and your meetinghouse: "I was glad when they said unto me: Let us
go into the house of the Lord"?
-Betty Hall, Statistical Clerk

WORSHIP GROUPS AND PREPARATIVE MEETINGS:
Meetings still need to define the term "Under the Care" as we apply it to worship groups
and preparative meetings. Meeting Recorders have reported the following:
PREPARATIVE MEETINGS:
Big Island Preparative under the joint care of PYM & Honolulu:
first days at 10:00am
Sharon Wheeler, clerk
(808) 962-6957
WORSHIP GROUPS:
One thing I attempted to do was to clarify the status of all worship groups. From the
queries on simplicity: Do we keep our lives uncluttered with things and activities, and
avoid commitments beyond our strength and light? From time to time a meeting is laid
down, recognizing the committment of being a Monthly Meeting is beyond its strength.
Hayward Area is in the process of being laid down. Hayward Area continues as a
Worship Group. Formal ties to be under the care of a Monthly Meeting or CPQM have
not yet been established. San Luis Obispo is also a former meeting, although not
affiliated with a Quarterly Meeting, San Luis Obispo continues to be part of PYM.
Hayward Area: 4th firstday evenings in homes.
mail: Elsa Glines, Clerk. Telephone: (415) 582-2076
18308 Pepper St., Castro Valley, CA 94546
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San Luis Obispo: 9:30 AM, school year. Summer: (805) 543-0995
Location: University Christian Center, 1486 Foothill Blvd.
mail: Anna Alexander, Convener. Telephone: (805) 541-3101
30 El Mirador Court, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
WORSIBP GROUPS UNDER THE CARE OF (Monthly Meeting):
Amador County (Delta): 1st firstdays in Jackson
Contact Clerk of Delta Meeting (209) 223-0843
Conejo Valley (Westwood): 1st, 3rd & 5th firstdays, 10:30 AM
Location: 3609 Thousand Oaks Blvd. Westlake Village Suite 110
mail: Joan Fasken-Johnson, convener (805) 495-9753
2224 Thorsby Rd., Thousand Oaks 91360
Hermosillo (Mexico City & Pima IMYM): firstdays, 11:00 AM
Norman Kreckler, convener. Phone: (905) 621-7-0142
Location: Casa Heberto Sein, Calle Felipe Saledo 32
mail: Apartado 15, Sucursal A, Hermosillo, Sonora, Mexico
Mendocino (Redwood Forest): 10:00 AM Telephone: (707) 937-0200
Location: Kelley House, 54007 Albion Street
Correspondent: Cathie Mellon
mail: P.O. Box 1003, Mendocino 95460
Modesto (Delta): 1st & 3rd firstdays, 9:30 AM
Location: 922 - 6th Street, Modesto
Information: (209) 524-8762
Morongo Basin (Claremont): firstdays, September - June, 2:00 PM
Location: Church _ofReligious Science,
7434 Bannock Trail, Yucca Valley
mail: Hermione Baker, Correspondent.
Telephone: (619) 365-1135
8885 Frontera, Yucca Valley 92284
Napa-Sonoma (Redwood Forest): 1st-4th firstdays, 10:00 AM
Location: 1777 Laurel, Napa. Jeannine Scott, Convener (707) 257-0309
mail: c/o Diana & Joe Wilcox, 57 Chapel Hill Dr., Napa 94559
Ojai (Santa Barbara): firstdays, 9:00 AM
Location: 514 Vista Hermosa Dr. (call the check meeting place)
Information: (805) 646-4497 or 646-3200
Correspondent & mail: Jane C. Hubler, P.O. Box 793, Ojai, CA 93024
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South County (Santa Cruz): 1st & 3rd firstdays, 10:00 AM
(Aromas-Watsonville-Hollister-Salinas areas)
Location: in homes, contact Emelyn Buskirk: (408) 724-0903
mail: Emelyn Buskirk, 209 Sunnyhills Dr., Watsonville 95076
Taft (Orange Grove): firstdays, 10:00 AM
Location: contact the correspondent (805) 765-4766
mail: Bonnie L. Beaty, 104 Center Street, Taft 93268
Ukiah - Lake County (Redwood Forest): Contact Conveners for time & location
Conveners: Kathy & Steve Harness (707) 275-2014
mail: P.O. Box 985, Upper Lake, CA 95485
Windward (Honolulu): 1st firstdays, 9:30 AM
Location: Call to confirm
Information: Polly Pool (808) 235-6500
Mail: c/o Honolulu Meeting, 2426 Oahu Ave., Honolulu, HI 96822
WORSHIP GROUPS NOT UNDER THE CARE OF A MEETING:
Hawaiian Islands:
All of the following worship groups are in contact with Honolulu Meeting.
Kauai: 2nd & 4th firstdays, 10:00 AM
Location: under the coconut trees behind the Kapa's Neighborhood Center
Correspondent: James and Jackie Jung, (808) 822-0448
mail: P.O. Box 663, Lihue Kauai, HI 96766
Maui: firstdays, 10:30 AM
Location: 9 Kaiholo Place, Paia, Maui
Clerks: John Dart (808) 878-2190
mail: c/o John Dart, 107-D Kamnui Rd., Kula, Maui, HI 96790
Molokai: firstdays, 5 :00 PM
Correspondent: Patricia McCartney (808) 558-8317
Mail: P. 0. Box 1688, Kaunakakai, Molokai, HI 96748
California:
Southern Humboldt Worship Group is in contact with Humboldt Meeting.
Southern Humboldt : Contact Convener for time & location
Convener: Bill Andrews
(707) 923-3377
mail: P.O. Box 877, Redway, CA 95560
ATTACHMENTF - 4
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MONTHLY MEETING
IN QUARTERLY *
Berkeley
CPQM
Chico
CPQM
Claremont
SCQM
Davis
CPQM
Delta
CPQM
Fresno
CPQM
Grass Valley
CPQM
Guatemala
Unaffiliated

Hemet
SCQM
Honolulu
Unaffiliated
Humboldt
CPQM
Inland Valley
SCQM
La Jolla
SCQM

90mtgloc. wk1 (08/04/90)

PACIFIC YEARLY MEETING

AUGUST 1990

END OF PLACE & TIME (ON FIRST DAY) OF MEETING FOR WORSHIP
TERM MAILING ADDRESS OF MEETING
5/30/91 2151 Vine Street, Berkeley, CA 94709
11:00 AM
same
Linda Rowell
916-894-1666
4/30/91 2603 Mariposa, Chico, CA 95926
10:30 AM
P.O. Box 3769, Chico, CA 95927
Richard Cooper
714-626-0508
4/30/91 727 Harrison Avenue, Claremont, CA 91711
9:30 AM
same
Maude White
916-756-9258
7/1/91 345 L Street, Davis, CA 95616
same
10:00 AM
Peter B. Bunting
209-223-0843
4/30/91 Anderson Y, Pacific & Knoles, Stockton
P.O. Box 387, Jackson, CA 95642
10:30 AM
c/oClerk
2nd, 3rd, & 4th 1st days
Fran White
209-233-4216
4/30/91 1350 M Street, Fresno
1286 N. Harrison, Fresno 93728
c/o Univ.Rel.Ctr, 2311 E. Shaw, Fresno, CA 93726 10:00 AM
Del Reynolds
916-268-0862
6/30/91 12585 Jones Bar Rd, Nevada City, CA 95959
same
9:45 AM
Phyllis Bunker
0-11-502-236-7922
mail : Club 747-Section 35,
1st 1st day:
P.O. Box 52-7270, Miami, Florida 33152
11:00 AM
6 Av. "A" 8-47, Zone 9, Guat. "Colegio Rosemont"
3rd 1st day:
1 Ave. Norte #35, Antigua, Guat. - The Luthern Center
Betty Lovelady
714-927-8399
5/1/91 43480 Cedar Avenue, Hemet 92344
same
10:00 AM
DeWitt Barnett
808-944-0749
4/30/91 2426 Oahu Avenue, Honolulu, HI 96822
same
10:00 AM
Gail Goonen
707-443-6943
6/1/91 1920 Zehnder Avenue, Arcata
P.O. Box 4786, Arcata, CA 95521
11:00 AM
Michael Dunn
714-682-5364
4/30/91 Congregational Church.7th & Lemon, Riverside
P.O. Box 7554, Redlands, CA 92373
10:00 AM
Judy Leshefka
619-277-5306
4/30/92 7380 Eads Avenue, La Jolla, CA 92037
same
10:00 AM

PRESIDING CLERK
PHONE
(If blank, send Clerk's mail to Mtg.)
George Milliken
415-843-9725
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MONTHLY MEETING
IN QUARTERLY *
Los Angeles
SCQM
Marin
CPQM
Marloma
SCQM
Mexico City
Unaffiliated
Monterey Peninsula
CPQM
Orange County
SCQM
Orange Grove
SCQM
Pacific Ackworth
SCQM
Palo Alto
CPQM
Redding
CPQM
Redwood Forest
CPQM
Reno
CPQM
Sacramento
CPQM
San Diego
SCQM

PACIFIC YEARLY MEETING

PRESIDING CLERK
PHONE
(If blank, send Clerk's mail to Mtg.)
213-642-9475
Jimmy Choi
Louise Aldrich

415-883-7565

Ed Borgers

213-431-4015

Jorge Hernandez

905-652-3399
x-1319
408-649-8617

Peggi Chute

Peggy Toledano
714-979-5251
3165 Gibraltar, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Ruth Peters
818-799-3266
Joel Ivy

818-358-5120

Lincoln Moses

415-851-8182

Sally Burnham
916-246-8905
785 Lakeview, Redding, CA 96001
Sam Cox
707-887-1373
Jim Brune

702-786-2317

Walter Kersey

916-456-5444

Katherine Faulconer

619-465-3520

AUGUST 1990

END OF PLACE & TIME (ON FIRST DAY) OF MEETING FOR WORSHIP
TERM MAILING ADDRESS OF MEETING
4/30/91 4167 S. Normandie Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90037
11:00 AM
same
4/30/91 177 E. Blithedale, Mill Valley, CA
P.O. Box 1301, Mill Valley, CA 94942
10:00 AM
6/1/91 Huntington School, 2935 Spaulding, Long Beach, CA
P.O. Box 3674, Seal Beach, CA 90740
10:00 AM
12/31 /90 Casa de los Amigos, Ignacio Mariscal 132,
Col. Revolucion, 06030 Mexico OF
11:00 AM
12/31 /90 O'Donnell Library, 155 Van Buren, Monterey, CA
P.O. Box 789, Pacific Grove, CA 93950
9:30 AM
5/31/91 661 W. Hamilton Street, Costa Mesa, CA
c/o Clerk
10:00 AM
7/1 /91 526 E. Orange Grove Bl., Pasadena, CA 91104
same
11:00AM
4/30/91 6210 Temple City Blvd, Temple City 91780
same
1st 1st day: 10:30 AM
11:00 AM
8/31/91 957 Colorado Ave., Palo Alto 94303
same
11:00 AM
5/1/91 Secret Garden Preschool, 108 Hawley, Redding, CA
9:45 AM
c/o Clerk
4/30/92 Friends House, 684 Benicia Dr., Santa Rosa, CA
P.O. Box 1831, Santa Rosa 95402
10:00 AM
4/1/91 Wiegand Youth Center, 1300 Foster Drive, Reno, NV
P.O. Box 20636, Reno NV 89515
10:30 AM
4/30/91 Stanford Settlement, 450 W. El Camino, Sacramento, CA
P.O. Box 163677, Sacramento, CA 95816
10:00 AM
4/30/92 4848 Seminole Dr., San Diego, CA 92115
c/o San Diego East YWCA Center Bldg.
10:30 AM
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MONTHLY MEETING
IN QUARTERLY *
San Fernando Valley
SCQM
San Francisco
CPQM
San Jose
CPQM
Santa Barbara
SCQM
Santa Cruz
CPQM
Santa Monica
SCQM
Strawberry Creek
CPQM
Visalia
CPQM
Westwood
SCQM
Whitleaf
SCQM
*

PACIFIC YEARLY MEETING

PRESIDING CLERK
PHONE
(If blank, send Clerk's mail to Mtg.)
Albert Jones
818-367-3176
Peter Johnson

415-668-8208

Arlene O' Bryan

408-338-6980

Barbara Cartwright

805-963-4737

Paul Niebanck

408-425-7114

Linda Seger

213-390-1951

Barbara Emmons

415-933-4422

Robert Marshall
209-734-8275
804 W. Paradise, Visalia 93277
Shan Cretin
213-393-7660
Myrtis T. Stout

213-698-1317

AUGUST 1990

END OF PLACE & TIME (ON FIRST DAY) OF MEETING FOR WORSHIP
TERM MAILING ADDRESS OF MEETING
4/30/91 15056 Bledsoe, Sylmar, CA
9:30 AM
P.O. Box 92238, Sylmar, CA 91392
4/30/91 2160 Lake Street, San Francisco, CA 94121
11:00 AM
same
6/30/91 1041 Morse Street, San Jose, CA 95126
10:00 AM
same
6/30/91 2130 Mission Ridge Rd., Santa Barbara, CA
10:00 AM
P.O. Box 40120, Santa Barbara, CA 93140-0120
3/31/91 Louden Nelson Center, 301 Center St., Santa Cruz, CA
10:00 AM
P.O. Box 813, Santa Cruz, CA 95061-0813
9/1/91 1440 Harvard Street, Santa Monica, CA 90404
10:00 AM
same
5/31/91 Berkeley Friends Church, Cedar & Sacramento Sts.
10:00 AM
P.O. Box 5065, Berkeley, CA 94705
4/30/91 1st & 3rd: 17218 Ave. 296, Visalia. Other 1st days
10:30 AM
in homes, contact Clerk. Mail: c/o Clerk
4/9/91 University YWCA, 574 Hilgard, Westwood, CA
10:30 AM
572 Hilgard, Los Angeles, CA 90024
5/1/91 Whittier College Admin Bldg, Philadelphia & Painter
9:30AM
P.O. Box 122, Whittier, CA 90608

"CPQM" means College Park Quarterly Meeting
"SCQM" means Southern California Quarterly Meeting
"Unaffiliated" means not affiliated with a Quarterly Meeting
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PYM PLENARYREPORT,Friends Bulletin Committee, David Wilson, clerk.
1. We have continued to discover creative ways to address our
financial needs . including:
•inviting and publishing ads,

•discussing with treasures of North Pacific and Inte~mountain YMs a
plan to bring their subsidies to the Bulletin into parity with ours, and

• mountinga direct mailingappeal to subscribers to become"Friends
of Friends Bulletin."
We thank our readers and contributors and PYMfor their continued support.
2. This noon the committee and the editor wi11lunch on the patio and

talk to any who want to make suggestions, discuss contributions, ask
question, whatever. We also invite any to contact us singly, later in the day
or the week: Jane Mills (Redwood Forest), Elsa Glines (Strawberry Creek), Tad
Kerschner (Grass Valley), David Wilson (Davis), clerk; and Shirley Ruth
(editor).

3. And we ask for collaborators: we want a representative

of the

Friends Bulletin at each of the World Gatherings of Friends next summer . The
editor will be attending the gathering in the Netherlands; we would like
some Friend who is going to Kenya and some Friend going to Honduras to
volunteer to represent us there and report back. If you can help us, please
contact the editor or the clerk .
Thank you,
-- David Wilson. clerk
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Petition of
The Peoples' Deputies of The Moscow City Soviet to
The Supreme Soviet of The USSR
We, the undersigned Peoples' Deputies of the Moscow City Soviet, being convinced that
freedom of thought, conscience and religion is one of the basic ·and ,inalienable rights of persons,
taking into account Article 18 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 18 of the
International Pact on Civilian and Political Rights, which acknowledges the right of each person to
freedom of thought, conscience and religion,
taking into account also a series of resolutions by the General Assembly of the UN and the
· Commission on Human Rights of the Economic and Social Council on Human Rights, which call
for teaching the young in the spirit of mutual understanding, peace, justice and respect for all
peoples, and to acknowledge the right of each person to refuse military service as a legal
expression of the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion,
taking into account that the right to refuse military service for conscience sake was
formally abolished in the reign of the administrative-in-command repressive system and antihumane, anti-democratic, militaristic thinking,
assuming that the acknowledgement of the right of refusal of military service for
conscience sake and the codification of this right in law of the land will be an important step in the
democratization of society,
assuming also that acknowledgement of the right of conscientious objection to military
service will accelerate the transition to a professional army, a decrease in the Armed Forces of the
USSR to a level sufficient for defensive purposes and tangentially allow a decrease in the country's
military spending,
taking into account the fact that the draft call becomes more difficult with each year,
meeting stronger and stronger resistance on the part of the.draft-age youth,
interpreting the increasing passive resistance to the draft call as evidence of irreversible
changes taking place in the social consciousness in the course of democratization and under the
influence of the decrease of international tension and decrease of the threat of attack on the USSR,
being certain that establishment of a law on the right of conscientious objection will assist
in further disarmament and strengthening of the spirit of trust and cooperation in international
relations, a decrease in the threat of war, and will also eliminate certain political, legal and
psychological barriers in the path of building an all - ·European homeland, specifically the
formation of a single European legal entity,
we appeal to The Supreme So~iet of the USSR to - at the earliest possible moment - work
out and take legal steps and actions directed -at freeing from-military service those whcnefuse
, military service on religious or ethical grounds and introduce alternative civilian service for those
young persons who refuse military service on religious dr ethical grounds,
we express the hope that the process of conscientious objection will not be demeaning or
intended to limit the rights and freedom of citizens who choose conscientious objection,
we emphasize that the alternative service must be non-military, civilian in character, reflect
the interests of society, and must not have the nature of punishment,
we propose that alternative civilian service should not be for a longer period of time than
that of minimum military service, and call for elimination of any discrimination whatsoever with
respect to citizens who are conscientious objectors both during their time of service as well as
afterwards.
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Statement of Support
We, the undersigned citizens of the United States of America, give full support to the petition of The
Peoples' Deputies of the Moscow City Soviet that calls for 1) taking legal steps to free from military service
those who wish to refuse on religious or ethical grounds and for 2) establishing an alternative civilian
se ~, ~efor all conscientious objectors.
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Berkeley
Monthly
Meeting
of the
Religious
Society of Friends
Peace and Social
Order Committee
2151 Vine Street

Berkeley,

CA 94709

July

23, 1990

Dear Friends,
on September 20 and 21st of this year,
the Regents of the
University
of California
will vote for or against another five-year
renewal of the contracts
through which UC manages the Livermore and
Los Alamos National Laboratories
which perform basic research--but
the
also
design
nuclear
weapons
and SDI technologies--for
Department of Energy.
Would you join with Berkeley Friends Meeting
in a Letter-writing
to vote this
campaign urging
the Regents
September to stop UC's management of the laboratories--and
its
active,
official
participation
in the arms race?
In November of 1989, 7 of 8 members of the Jendresen
the lab
committee,
UC faculty
members charged with investigating
issue for the Academic Senate, decided that continued
management
of the weapons laboratories
is incompatible
with UC's criteria
for
public service appropriate
to the University.
Although they urged
that
individual
faculty
should be able to continue
their
own
as their
consciences
dictate,
Th.c .:rendre9en
Comm:i.
ttee
research
recommended that "the University
should,
in a timely and orderly
manner,
phase
out its
responsibility
for
operation
of the
Laboratories
while maintaining
its cooperative
relationship
with
(1 Jendresen).
them in teaching
and research."
The Jendresen
report sparked
first
time, all nine campus divisions
against
continued UC management of
not bound by the decisions
of the
a clear and ringing
statement
by
move the Regents to vote against
weapons laboratories.
---~ --

unprecedented
action:
for the
of UC's Academic Senate voted
the labs.
But the Regents are
Academic Senate.
It will take
the taxpayers
of California
to
continued
management of the

Should UC continue
to lend the shield
of its
academic
reputation
to a policy that is becoming, now more than ever, a
threat
to human survival?
Because we believe that the production
of nuclear weapons wil ultimately
lead to their use, we urge the
Regents to set aside the que-stion-of
who may do the best job of
running the labs--the
Departments
of Energy or Defense,
private
contractors,
or a public university--and
ask instead the question
of whether the labs should be run at all.
The 1990s have begun with a world climate
friendlier
to
disarmament;
the growing understanding
that resources
long devoted
(over)
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to the arms race are desperately
needed in the fight to salvage our
deteriorating
environment and meet genuine human needs can help us
end the arms race.
But this is an understanding
that the public
must voice, and voice loudly, before our leaders will act upon it.
Removing the UC seal
of approval
from the national
weapons
laboratories
would be an important
step toward achieving
a more
peaceful
world.
Would you join with us, then, in asking the Regents whether
the job of a public university
is to question the policy of nuclear
deterrence,
or to design nuclear weapons that serve that policy?
A list of the addresses
and telephone
number of the UC Regents is
attached
to this letter.
Please distribute
both to those of like
mind among you.

*
official
Livermore
*
question

Write to the Regents and urge
ties
with the Department
of
and Los Alamos;

that they phase out
Energy Laboratories

Urge that the University
hold a public
before the Regents vote on the contracts;

hearing

all
at

on this

•
Attend a special
Circle of Concern vigil
and rally
to
end UC lab managment:
1-3 p.m. on Sunday, 8/5/1990
at the West
campus entrance
to U.C. Berkeley at Addison and Oxford Streets
in
downtown Berkeley (flyer enclosed).
If you would like
more information,
Berkeley Friends'
Meeting Peace and Social
address above.

please
contact
the
Order Committee at the

Sincerely,
Berkeley
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Friends

Meeting

REGENTSOF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
Regents'
voting procedure:
committee members vote on an issue and send the
which then votes
to decide
result
to the entire
Board of Regents,
the
by
question.
The Regents are scheduled
to vote on renewal of the contract
which UC manages the National
Laboratories
at Livermore and Los Alamos for
the Department of Energy at the September 20-21, 1990 meeting in Los Angeles.
You might wish to send a letter
to the Regent(s)
of your choice,
to the chair
and vice chair of the Committee on Oversight
of the Department
of Energy
Laboratories,
or draft one letter
and send copies of it to each member of the
committee on oversight
(or to as many Regents as you feel like spending
postage on).
MEMBERSOF COMMITTEEON OVERSIGHT OF DEPARTMENTOF ENERGY LABORATORIES:

Clair w. Burgener/
756-4546

CHAIR:

VICE CHAIR:
Jeremiah

P.O.

Box 8186/

Rancho Santa

William French Smith/ 333 South Grand Avenue,
Angeles, CA 90071/ (213) 229-7560

F. Hallisey/
94104/

Glenn Campbell/

300 Montgomery Street,
(415) 433-5300

Hoover Institution/

Suite

Stanford_,

Dean A. Watkins/

3333 Hillview Avenue/ Stanford
94304/ (415) 493-4141

Leo T. McCarthy/

Lieutenant
Governor/ State
CA95814/ (916) 445-8994

Tirso

M.D./ 4924 sunset
666-5757

del

Junco,

Howard H. Leach/ Cypress Farms, Inc./
758-9426

George

Fe, CA 92067/

Deukmejian/

95814/

Governor
(916)

of

4420/

San Francisco,
723-2056

Research

Park/

Palo Alto,

Capitol,

Room 1114/

Los Angeles,

P.O. Box 748/ Salinas,
State

CA 90027/

CA

Capitol/

5620 Birdcage
(916) 965-1500

CA

Sacramento,
(213)

93902/ (408)
Sacramento,

Roy T. Brophy Associates,
Inc./
150/ Citrus Heights,
CA 95610/

Leos.

The Kolligian
Group, Ltd./
1100 West Shaw Avenue,
128/ Fresno, CA 93711/ (209) 226-9360

David

CA

(415)

Roy T. Brophy/
Kolligian/

Los

CA 94305/

Boulevard/

California/

445-2843

538/

Suite

(916)

Street,

CA
Suite
suite

Pierpont
Gardner/
President
of the University
of California/
300
Lakeside Drive, 22nd Floor/ Oakland, CA 94612-3550/
(415) 987-9074

(continued

on reverse)
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Remainder

of Regents

L. Brown, Jr./
Speaker of the Assembly/ State Capitol/
Sacramento,
CA 94249-0001/
(916) 445-8077
Bill Honig/ State
Superintendent
of Public
Instruction/
P.O. Box 944272/
Sacramento,
CA 944244-2720/
(916) 445-4338
Martha Newkirk/
President
of the Alumni Association
of the University
of
· California,/
Newkirk Enterprises/
245 Crescent
Bay Drive/ Laguna Beach,·

Willie

Walter

CA 92G51

E. Hoadley/
Vice President
of the Alumni Associations
of the
Unive·rsity
of California/
Bank of America,
Department
# 3001-B/
555
California
Street,
suite
500/ San Francisco,
CA 94104 (415) 622-6902
William T. Bagley/
Senior Partner,
Nossaman, Guthner,
Knox & Elliott/
100
. The Embarcadero,
34th Floor/ San Francisco,
CA 941111-4712/
(415) 3982438

Yvonne Brathwaite
Burke/ Jones,
Day, Reavis
and Pogue/
355 South Grand
Avenue, Suite 3000/ Los Angeles,
CA 90071/ (213) 625-3939
Frank w. Clark,
Jr./
333 South Hope Street,
27th Floor/
Los Angeles,
CA
90071/ (213) 683-6547
Jenny Doh/ 123 B University
Center/ University
of California,
Irvine/
Irvine,
CA 92717/ (714) 856-4075
Meredith Khachigian/
P.O. Box 37/ San Clemente,
CA 92672/ (714) 492-1951
s. Stephen Nakashima/ Nakashima & Boyton/ 440 S. Winchester Blvd./ San Jose,
CA 95128-2590/
(408) 246-7072
-- Yori Wada/ 220 Golden Gate Avenue/ San Francisco,
CA 94102/ {415) 775-9622
Harold M. Williams/
1875 Century Park East,
Suite
2300/ Los Angeles,
CA
90067/ (213) 277-9188
Jacques s. Yeager/ E.L. Yeager Construction
Company/ P.O. Box 87/ Riverside,
CA 92502/ (714) 684-4844
Regents-Designate
Ralph Ochoa,
Gail

95814/

Esq./

(916)

G. Anderson/
Administration
420-3614

Faculty

(serving

1-year

terms)

Ochoa & Sillas/

447-3383

910 K Street,

Superintendent,
Piedmont Unified
Building/
760 Magnolia Avenue/

Representatives

(serving

Carlton
Bovell/
Department
of
university
of California,
5901
Fred N. Speiss/
Academic Senate
California,
San Diego/La
Jolla,

2-year
Biology/
Riverside/

Suite

325/

Sacramento,

School District/
Piedmont, CA 95611/

CA
(415)

terms)
Room 1208
Riverside,

Life Sciences
Biology/
CA 92521/ (714) 787-

Office/
Mail Code Q-002/ University
CA 92093/ (619) 534-1621
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26 July
To the
Dear

Peace

Committee,

Pacific

Yearly

1990

Meeting

Friends:

The attached
minute
and queries
were prepared
by the
Peace
and
Social
Action
Committee
of Palo Alto Friends
as a working
9ocument
which we hope you will draw on to formulate
a minute
of your own on
the Israeli-Palestinian
Conflict.
These two documents
represent
the
experience,
commitment,
and hope of a number .of Palo Alto Friends
who have
lived
or
visited
the
Mideast
or
worked
to
create
understanding
about
the conflict
among Friends,
Jews,
Muslims,
and
other
members of our community.
The minute
and queries
were read,
8th
Meeting
for
discussed,
and received
favorably
at
the "-July
Business
of Palo Alto Friends.
We feel that
Friends
everywhere
should
pay specific
attention
to the
tragedy
which is unfolding
in what four faiths
call
the Holy Land.
We are concerned
that
Friends
and others
tend to regard
the Middle
East as a hopeless
cause.
The nearly
1000 victims
of the Occupation
and of the Intifada
deserve
better
than this.
Our service
agencies
and national
lobby in Washington
have worked hard to keep the hopes
for peace alive:
we only ask that
Friends
lend more active
support
for this
effort.
We Quakers have,
in this
century,
been friends
to both sides
through
our schools
and service
agencies.
While the members of the Peace
and Social
Action
Committee
feels
especial
sympathy
for the recent
sufferings
of the Palestinian
people,
we feel
that
we should
avoid
partisanship.
This does not mean that we will remain silent
when we
We must speak
courageously
witness
human rights
violations.
to
900 Palestinians
those
who pursue
policies
which have left
almost
and 45 Israelis
dead.
Reconciliation
means an end to the conditions
which have claimed
so many lives.
Past injustices
are no excuse
for
violence
by either
side.
We feel
that
each Friend
should
examine
how she or he personally
helps
or hinders
the process
of achieving
peace.
Enclosed
you will
also
find · a letter
which Palo Al to Friends
is
sending
to a number of national
leaders,
the AFSC statement
on the
Middle
East,
and a set
of
documents
from
Philadelphia
Yearly
Meeting.
We hope you' 11 use all
these
materials
as a source
for
developing
your own statement
on the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict.
If you cannot
deal with this
now, we ask that
you share
our minute
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and queries
Meeting.

for

Alto
Azis-SAx,

study

and comment

Friends
Co-Clerk

Peace

with

and

P.S.
We wish to thank Friends
Committee
the Pacific
Mountain
office
of AFSC for
developing
this
minute
and these
queries.

Friends

throughout

social

Action

our

committee

on National
Legislation
the help they've
given
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Yearly

us

and
in

MINUTE ON THE ISRAELI-PALESTINIAN CONFLICT
We the members of Palo Alto Friends Meeting
received
favorably
the following
position:

have heard,

discussed,

and

We reach out in love to both the Israelis
and the Palestinians
because they are the children
of God and members of the same family
as all of us.
It follows that we must continue
to labor to
seek ways to bring these two peoples. who love God to terms with one
another.
To do this,
we must first
examine our own prejudices
and see
both the Israelis
and the Palestinians
as people.
Then we can work
with compassion for both peoples.
Our belief
in that of God in every person leads us to reject
calls
for
the absolute
condemnation
of either
side.
We mourn for each victim of
the occupation
and the Intifada.
We strive
to secure the safety,
rights,
and dignity
of every Palestinian
and every Israeli.
We labor
with our legislators,
the members of the international
community, and
the representatives
of the Israeli
and Palestinian
peoples to secure
terms which lead to peace.
These terms include the withdrawal
of all Israeli
military
forces and
settlers
from the Occupied Territories;
the convening of an
international
conference
to settle
the conflict;
the recognition
of the
Palestinian
Liberation
Organization
as the representative
of the
Palestinian
people during negotiations;
and the creation
of a State of
Palestine
in peaceful
coexistence
with Israel.
It is our task to see that our country's
involvement
in the conflict
serves the interests
of the peoples of Israel
and Palestine.
Let us
consider
the ways in which our diplomatic
efforts,
legislative
initiatives,
and foreign
aid create
either
unity or division.
caution
and tenderness
are needed.
As Friends we should avoid letting
disagreement
over means divide us or divert
us from our aim of
promoting reconciliation.
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QUERIES ON THE ISRAELI-PALESTINIAN

CONFLICT

Palo Alto Monthly Meeting has developed these queries
as an approach
to the work of peace.
We offer them to Friends as a source for both
spiritual
and practical
self examination.
1.

Do we try

themselves?

to

Do we seek

the truth

Do we avoid
individuals
2.

understand

about

thoughtlessly
to religion

Do we affirm the
to a homeland?
Do we encourage

3.

Middle

rights

the

of both

Israelis

public
the

In what ways are we acting
rise to terrorism?

the

and the

to end the

5.

Do we promote
region?

the

6.

How are we helping
prepare
for peace?

all

under

the

peoples

military

of acts of violence
who suffer
them?

on those
in the name

who are nonetheless

flow of arms to all
rights

same?

which .give

who refuse to commit violence
nationalism?

safety,

and

Palestinians

to do the

How can we ensure that American foreign
policy
both the peoples of Israel
and Palestine?
Do we labor

and Judaism?

the conditions

How can we speak to those nonparticipants
anguished
by recent events?
4.

understand

of governments

of those

to relieve

Do we recognize
the negative
effects
who perform them as well as on those

actions

officials

suffering

as they

of Islam

ascribing
or culture?

to ease

How can we support those
of Israeli
or Palestinian

peoples

the teachings

our national

What are we doing
occupation?

Eastern

and aid benefit

Middle

and dignity

of all

of the Middle
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Eastern
peoples

East

nations?
of the

as they

Ez
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Localeo.ct:

339 Lafayette St., New York, NY 10012
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Wouldyou lllceID IN this project grow inlo a major national c:ampllgri
In 1991?
No
send a ccnribu1lon IDthe ARS, 33t
SL. NY,NY10012.
CampaignFund I am lending $
tor the growth of the AAS.

Rewnue5erviceIf youcheckad YES, pleUe

IIIIIII

_,.._.__.,_....._

•
Alternative

I

1.

Ideasfor

redirected
ta·~·,.

'Yb&I
maychoose to send yourredincted
taxes to an organization that you know
human
works for peace, justice
needsin yourcommunity.There are also
many established "alternative funds"
around the country which wereset up by
wartax resisters to collect wartax resisted
monies.These funds then loan or grant
money to peace and human needs
groups, usually on the local level. Some

of the funds areescrowac:counts,sothat
money can be returned if needed. Send
yourcontributionto anyof these fundsor
write them for more information:

• Nn EnglandW. TII Resfslaacl

• WllPFEscraw
FUlld
2625E.Southern,IC222.Tempe,
>:Z.
85282
Box174,MITBranch,Cambridge.
MA02139
• So.ClllfDmla
W. Ta AlllfflltlVI
Fund
LosAngeles,C.A
9<XX>4
POBale741537,
•PloplaLlflFund
339Lafayette
St, NY,NY10012
• SantaCruzwarTaxRts1s1a11ce
Fvnd
316KingSt.,SantaCruz,C.A
95000
• PlllladtlpbfaAl1llmlllvlFund/WTR
22m SouthSt, Philadelphia,PA19146
• Ptopln Llfl find
POBax2422,Ber1cellrf,
C.A
94702-0422
• TaxConwnlOIIFundfor Puce
andHumanNeeds
• Conscience
andMflftary
1ixCampaign
rJo 1425Milerhie.. Atlanta,GA30307
EscrowAccount
4534½University~NE,Seattle.
WA98105
• Mflwaubt Al1lmatfVI
UfaFund
P-0Box05943,Milwaukee,
WI 53233
Allemllfvl Fund

• LutheranPuce Fund
2481Comoltle W., St. Paul,MN551(11
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Alternative RevenueService (ARS)
Whatis The
is an action program designed to restheARS? pond to the social crisis in the U.S.and
the related need for change in U.S.
foreign and domestic policy. Our goals
include:

• To call for dramatic cuts in military
spending:
50-75% In five years.

What
elseyou
cando·

• Includea letterwith your federal (IRS)

• To shift these moniesfrom the military
to funding for education, jobs, housing,
health care.environment, transportation, and other areasof social spending.
• To encourage people who do not believe In high military spendingto take
. control of some of their tax dollars by
resistingat least one dollar of their inaction.Writeto the ARS or contact the
National War Tax Resistance Coor-

tax return stating your concerns about
how the goyemment spends tax dollats.
Send similarletters 10 Congresspeople
and local newspapers.
• Learn more about war tax resistance
and the support groups that exist for
those doing or contemplating this

• Support the Peace Tax Fund bill in

p

LocalCoruct

.,
..

J~

Alternative
Revenue
Service

I ~f::aVPtt,- ~t

NV

NV 11"\t'H?

dinating Comminee, PO Box 85810,

Seattle,WA 98145(206)522-4377

Con-

gresswhichseeks to createa conscien-

tious objector status for taxpayers who
do not believein killing.Urge your Con-
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come tax and diverting it

needsarea.

to a human

• To shift military related resean:h and
development funds to research and
development of nonviolent conflict
resolutions and conversionto a civilian

economy.

gress people to support House bill
HR1994or Senate bill S784.
• Join wilh other$. Contact yourlocalARS
organizationand help with this public
educationcampaign. Set up a program
In your church, club or community
center.Contactthe local or New 'lt>rk

addressfor more information.

TheAJtemativeRevenueServiceis a projed of the Vrat'ResistBfsLeague, the
2 National TaxResistance Cootdnlmng
Committee,Conscience and Military Tax
Campaign. (List in formation.)
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Friendly Observer Program
Background: As a result of Roberto Martinez's presentation at Southern California Quarterly
Meeting (SCQM} on 4/5/90, Friends have been giving further consideration to what we might do
to help diminish the increasing violence occurring at the U.S. Mexico border. On 6/23/90, Allen
Karcher, Edith Cole, Martha Fort, Roberto Martinez, Jorge Hinojosa, Jane Badalato, and Gladis
Innerst met in varying combinations throughout the day. This proposal is a result of those meetings.
Proposal: Under the auspices of SCQM - Peace & Social Order Committee, Friends establish a
border witness program at various sites south of San Diego.
Goal: The presence of clearly identified observers might do much to reduce the potential for violent
confrontation at these sites for all parties. This program would provide such friendly yvitnesses; it
would also create a opportunity for concerned Friends for personal involvement.
Requirementsfor implementation:Awareness and willingness of Meetings in SCOM to commit time
and support (for two to four observers per month spending a minimum of four hours each at the
border); formation of a committee to provide oversight to this project; commitment of support by
La Jolla and San Diego Meetings.
Objectives: 1.) A Committee of eight to ten people would be formed to provide oversight;
awareness/interest in Program to be developed in SCQM; planning and support necessary to
achieve goal to be provided, for example, establishment and maintenance of a rotating schedule
of observation commitments, establishment of training and briefing system.
2.} Meetings (either individually or in association with each other) would be asked to commit to a
specific period of witness at the border; they would have responsibility for maintaining this
commitment and seeking involvement of their wider communities; care for those in their
communities who are active in this concern. La Jolla and San Diego Meetings may be particularly
called upon to provide support for this program and should be able to call on financial assistance
of other Meetings.
3.) Observers would work in teams of at least two persons each, with more experienced observers
accompanying new team members. To minimize personal risk observers would work during the day
time hours primarily. Teams would be clearly identified with T-shirts and/or armbands and would
carry cameras for documentation. Sites will provide easy access to observers.
4.) Material. resources required: observers; trainers; identification of space for training and/or
housing; .T-shirts and/or armbands for clear identification of observers; cameras.
5.) Observer training should include: non-violence techniques, briefing on legal implications and
rights of observers and refugees and on current situation along the border.
6.) Contacts/dialogues to be established: Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS); Hispanic
community; American Friends Service· Committee (AFSC); Witness for Peace; Fellowship of
Reconciliation (FOR).
Other related Ideas to be held In care: Nonviolence training for border guards and refugees,
perhaps via the AVP or Peace Resources Center; vaccination program; safety education program
re: freeway crossings, etc.; environmental clean up.
Contact Central American Concerns Committee, Claremont Friends Meeting, 727
Claremont, CA 91711 for more information.
L-I;.

w. Harrison,
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July,

1990

BACKGROUND

Edith Cole, who had participated
in the Witness
for Peace program in Central America and Allen Karcher,
Clerk of Southern California
Quarterly
Meeting and
Pacific
Yearly Meeting Peace Committees, both members
of Claremont Friends Meeting• came down June 23rd
to have an expoloratory
meeting and visit
to the
U.S. - Mexico border with Roberto Martinez,
AFSC staff
of the Border Program. They were joined by Jane Badalato,
San Fernando Meeting, and Martha Fort, La Jolla Meeting.
At Business Meeting held July 1st, La Jolla Friends
were given a full report by Martha Fort of the meeting
and border visit.
The following Minute of concern and
advice followed from the report.

ADVICE

Friends of La Jolla Monthly Meeting are
concerned about the violence that is occurring
U.S. - Mexico border area. We recommend that
Peace Committee give serious consideration
to
problems and that it exercise
extreme caution
actions which may possibly
endanger volunteers
the situation
worse.
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Disarmament

Friends arid Attenders
at La Jolla Meeting 9 s Peace
and Social Order CoDllIUlttee faced the question
of how funds
might be found to achieve the goals set forth in our Meeting's
Minute, "Economic Conversion to Earth-Restoring
Programs",
the Minute which was also approved by Southern California
Quarterly
Meeting at its May meeting.
As we watched the
Budget planning process we sadly saw the so-called
"Peace
Dividend" disappearing
to pay off a growing devicit
and
a burgeoning s. & L. Debt.
Some of us felt we might
need to call for new taxes to meet humanitarian,
educational
and environmental
needs.
Yet other .Friends were quick
0 No new taxes'
until
we have cut down
to say "No, indeed,
on armaments."
It was about this time that we heard on 60 Minutes"
program is up to
that the cost of the B?,Stealth,Bomber
between $110-120 Billion.
Another network news program,
PBS, reported
that $80 Billion
more has been allocated
for
S.D.I.
We were reminded of the comments of that wise Friend~
Founder of the Friends Committee on National Legislation,
Raymond Wilson.
His life was dedicated
to working for
He observed
Friends concerns in the Nation 1 s capitol.
that among the Community of Churches that Friends Meetings
seemed to have a unique role-that
of working for Disarmament.
And so evolved the following Minute on Disarmament.
11

~inute

The La Jolla Monthly Meeting proposes the following
Minute to Pacific
Yearly Meeting for its approval:
"The Pacific
Yearly Meeting of the Religious
Soc~ety of Friends agrees that disarmament is our
first
priority
in this time of political
and economic reappraisal.
We recognise
that military
spending precludes
the direction
of the available Gross National Product toward reinvestment
in a comprehensive
social and environmental
program.
We urge all possible
reduction
of military
spending.
'Not by might, not by power of outward sword,
but by my Spirit,
saith the Lord.'
(Zechariach,
.
, th:! com"/Yle+?J.
..s / t
Chapter 4, Verse 6. ) ' *
c:t.nrollll if b., ct<J
JAee./.i-H.1,
Peace ComY>t, e
A/~1" t/(.i5' M,Vl_lt~ was
011
'l{e ~
As Congress is now working on Budget proposals,
Mc,~\y
\
,.f..~~'1
it is suggested that this Minute be sent by Y:ila::l:, Meet
to the appropriate
legislators
and also be sent on to Monthly
1,., 1 ,
~e-t-1~15'
Meetings for their consideration
and action,

M1

rowr.,

,

*Journal of George Fox, P. 400
Edited by John L. Nickalls
London Yearly Meeting of·the Religous
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Society

of Friends,

1975
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Junior Vearly Meeting
of
P~cific Veerly Meeting

B-3-90

TheJun1orVeorlyMeet1ngwoulel111<e
to 1nformPoc1f1cYearly
Meet1ngof a few chongestn our structure. In the post, the Juntor end
SentorH1ghSchoolFrtendsheYebeenseplrete ent1ttes.eachhev1ng1ts
own clerk andbody.Wefeel that the time hescometo chengeth1s.
Henceforthwe shall haveunity within JVM.Therewill be no sepirat1on.
In context with this a decisionhas beenreachedconcerningclerks. Next
year there will be two clerks, onefrom 6th through9th Qr8de,mdone
from 9th through 12th grade.The clerks w111be respons1bleto meke
Joint dec1s1ons
concerningJYM.Also. en elternete clerk w111be epproved
1nceseoneof the clerks is unava11eb1e
for a meettng. JVMtntendsto be
more active within Pacific YearlyMeeting,the respective Quorter11es,
MonthlyMeetings.Wewould apprectateyour
endwtthtn the 1ndtvtduo1
support.
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Draft Registrauon Minute
We,as the Pacific Junior YearlyMeeting,are opposedto the draft
registration. Wefeel it is sexist, due to the fact that it men aloneare
requiredto register. Wefeel it is extortion becausegovernmentcollege
grants are unavailableto those whodo not register. Wefeel it unnecessary
dueto the lesseningof tensionsbetweenthe superpowersandour move
towards m111tary
c~toacks. Ftnally we feel that tt vtolates the QuakerPeace
Testimonyand therfore
is in v101at1on
of our freedomof rel1g1on.
,-\
Recommended
Act1on:
That Pac1ftcYearlyMeetingsupport those who wish to be conscientious
objectors.This maybe doneby hev1ngthe PeaceCommitteekeep a file of
those who wish to be listed as conscientiousobjectors so that if a time
ever arises whena draft is deemednecesserythe objectors would havea
clear record of being opposedto war.
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PERIODS: October 1, 1988 through September 30, 1989
October 1, 1989 through July 15, 1990
fY 1989 to 9-30-89
1

Col.

Budget

4100
,101
4104
----

Bl!ll!YI

Miscellaneous

Contributions

contributions from HernherMeetings
Interest

Transfer

on Invested
Capital
from (to) Reserves

s

o. s

2.000.

su,,oo.

PY 1990 to 7-15-90
Col.

Actual

34,000.

5.900.

2

Col.

o.

34.062.

o.

3.000.

2.895.

5.815.

u.111.

$

s

8'2.877.

PX 1991

Col. 5
Proposed

4

Col.

3

Budget

34.133.
4.089.

1 9 9 0

Actual

s

44,

$

o.

34.007.
3.804.
4.000.
(16.578. > 3.893.
S13.§§t,
$41,900,
26.438.

I I f I I .I I .I

GBlfQAL BXPBIISBS

Priencl• Bulletin subsidy
Clerk's Travel and Discretionary

S 7.400.
450.
1,000.
Expenses of the Officers
Depreciation
100
300,
Equipment Purchase Account
Travel to Representative
Committee 9.300.
Young Friends
300.
Audit Account
100,
0,
Junior Yearly Meeting
$18,950,
StJBTQ'llL: GBIIDALIV§IISIS

s201
s202
5203
5204
s201
5208
5209
5210
5211

MQTIJIGSBSSIOIIBXPBIISBS.
m
5211 (See Pq,2 "Breakdown" for details)

'L .JlLY

s

S 7.400.
500.
1,000,
177.

S 7.400,
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1.150.
100.
300.
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200.
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o.

S17.312.

o. S s. 161.
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S

o.

19,477,

o,

300. i
i5Qi
1~- i
H,.
500.
700.
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230.
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a00.
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Committee
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6QQ.
ll,9.
5233 East-West Relations eommittn
7QQ.
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J84.
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SQQ.
§QQ.
112:
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§7.
Committee
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2QQ.
S~J§ §ecretari1t
1,~5Q1
92J1
l,Joo.
52~7 §oci1l Qrder Committee
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~5Q,
2Q.
~oumittee
523g ~bUsl1:en'1 ~&'.:QSll:Alll
Q.
lOQ,
si:}9 §tugent ~nsQi,ence lYml Conmi:t;tee
2:
25Q.
2~Q.
12.
5240 Ag HOQCOmmi,ttees
Q.
01
150.
5241 Committee §u:sml. Tr1veJ. Ix~.
2,0QO.
2,QQQ,
52i2 Wj,dei;: feU~sbi:li! Amongl&:i!Dd!i!Com. 2,0QO.
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l,Q§7.
1,JQQ.
5243 Qnitx witb N1,ture Comnittee
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813,550. s 9,656.
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COIIIIInP IIPBIISBS
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-
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o.
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o.
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o.
o,

9.500.
300.
100.
200.
$19.000.

$16.500.

CONll:1,:t:tBBIRIHSBS

5~25

7.400.
500.
1.000.

438.
o,
0,
8.265.

o.

$

7,400.
397.

:i821

Q,
21

n,

QI

2,J!il§1

1,a2a.

25§1
:U.§1

Q.

aa.
1§§.

s

i

o.
250.
700.
30Q.
:}OQ.
500.
2QQ.
2,§QQ.
l_,5QO.
SOQ.'
§5!21
SQQ.
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1,Q0Q.

1211
4~Q:.
!21
o.
Q,
250.
Q.
333.
1.49!,
2,QOQ.
65Q,
l.QQQ.
7.161. 812.900.
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RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIBNDS

s

STATBNBRT

I H A JI C I AL

(Cont'd)

to 1-I~-§~

lI I§~§ to §-~<5-~§ [I
Col. 2
1
COL 3
Actual
Jilydget
Budget

GBDUL

IXPDHI

- COll'.tIRUBD

SUPtQ1'r OF l!B;!DDS ORGJUfIZATJ:011S

5251
5252
5254
5255
5256
5257
5260
526i

r.c.N.L.
:r.c.L.

F.w.c.c.

~.a~o. I

S

250.
750.
100.
900.
250.
750.

s

ouaker OfU,ce I tbe U.N.
WUUY! e1nnHQu1e, Wash: 1 12.c.
Iouna l1::i~md1of HQ[:th Ameri£!!:

arsc Ul3 !IQb-§QllQlulu,Pasadena,S[)
New ~aU,

SUUQ'DL!

tQ i!!l!2emt.Jsing

SUPPORr Of: lBIBIID§ OllGI•

COlll'BltBIICB
TRAVBLI PYMl'"J:19MJ'IIJ

5274
5215
5216
5277
5278
5279
5280
5281
5285

s

I

500.
200.
1,000.
300.
200.
200.
600.
250.

s

Evangelical Frignds Alliance

A.,.s.c.

r.c.L.

F.c.N.L,

6,150.
'1'0'llI, BXPBIISBS
BJU!WQ)OWlf OP

$ 4L9oo.

s

s

o.

o.

-

o.
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250.
250.
500.
2,000.
L000,

s

$ 43,166.

$ 5,161.

o.
o.

396.

7,000.

s

s

o.

o.

500.
2,000.
900.

o.

700.

s

3,496.

s

13,66,.

o.

s

250.
750.
100.
900.
350.
750.
250.
250.

o.

o.

500,

s 42,877.

5

Pro12Qsed

900.
250.
750.

o.

s o. s (190.)
(46,700.) (36.035.)
CLOOO.)
(712 • l
CL300. l (1,341.)
322,
600.
4,548.
4,300.
662.
500.
6.000.
5,946.
30,977.
35,000.
2,000.
980.
o.
100.
4.
100.
400.

750.
100.
900.

750.

o.

5,438.

s

250.

I§§I

Col.

500. s
500.
200.
200.
l,OOQ.
1,000.
300.
300.
200.
200.
200.
200.
§00.
§00.
01
01
~.222. I ~,222,

250.

o.

PYMSBSSIOR B:IPBIISBS, NIT

521110 Miscellaneous tcontrib.)
521111 Pees fromAttenders <Income)
521112 Jr. Yearly Meeting ccont,::ib.)
521113 children's
Program ccontrib.)
521120 Reqiatrar'1 Expenses
s21121 secretariat's Expenses
521122 Arranqanents comittee
s2112J children's
Program
521124 cost of faeilitie1
521125 Junior Yearly Meeting
s21126 YoungFriends
521121 Breakage
521128 Invited Guests
SUBfflALa PYMSBSSIOR, Bft

o.

~,gog. I

I

770.
250.
750.

$

s

§00.

250.
343.

175.
0.
2,000.
900.

500.
200.
1,QOO.
300.
2QO.

2QO,

~17~gl

William Penn House
Frignds Gengral conference
r.w.c.c., sei2t. of the Americas
o.
Friends United Meeting
o.
Gengral Reunign of Friends, Mexico
250.
rwcc Friend-to-Friend Project
s2a6 friends comm.
on unity with Nature
o.
2,000.
5287 Frignds world comm.
Triennial
900.
s2ea Young Friends Travel
&

s

500.
200.
1,500.
300.
200.
200.
600.
250.

FY

Col. 4
~ctu11l

COL

s

7,000.
'~

s tL9oo.
o.

s

o.

(48,000.) (18,90§,> (47,800.)
CLOOO.)
o. cLOOO.)
tL3Q0, l
91
<LJ00. l
317.
600.
600.
4,900.
243.
4,900.
o.
500.
500.
6,500.
6,500.
o.
35,000.
L253.
35,000.
o.
2,000,
2,000.
100.
o.
100.
100,
o.
100.
600.
0,
400.

o.

($17,093.)

o.
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Ta

the

BASU
RB R' S
RB PORT
for
PERIOD: October 1, 1988 through
BALAKCB

NOTE

5
6

1~
3

ysns

LIMILIIIII

5

4
•<

7
7
7
1

7
l

l
l

8

AND IlBSBRDS

~u1ele
27~2 u;g IY!I Pt::labl!
27!2J InQome Tye§ fa:labl~
27~9 121i1,i::1g In£01De
27§1 l!!IC! IY fund
27§~ Stydgnt Consciencg Fund
27H Wi,~i;: l§!llsa[!big Among l~i~ndg Reg~a~
27§5 E!,lblithing ~se[Y'.e
2775 BUU!!tia Reseae
Reserve
2716 Cle&:IssI£avel & Qiscretionaa
an1 !;;ommi,ttee sy1212lementaJ, Irav1l Reserve
2778 fi;J,tnd in tbe o,i1nt P[Qject Res1rves
2779 PW££1 121!:.ti2n of tb!l! AmeJ;:i,cag I~!!V!l!l.
27iQ P'GC :ti::1v1l B1a1a1

a1,n PUM tz::1,vglB!l!!!l!C!!l!

BDunJ.2n Qf 1:i;:. (Mex.)
27§J ~ne,1l
a1f:l1 l"WC£ T[i,enn!Al I1t:AV!i!lReserve
Tr1vel Regerve
2788 Ioy,ng l[itnds
2789 J!igyJ,;cmentPu[ghase Resen1
2721 11,J..nt2nVJ,.si,tor E:YndReserve
279J Accounting B!S8[V!
~797 [!,l!ld fQ[ ~nc1,n1
l:Ynd
27~§ 121:Hu;:J.ng
3799 Jl!lCOlllllitted Reserves (~neraJ,
TOTAL!

NOTES
EXPLANATORY

-

LIABI~ITIBS

I[IV!l.l

U01574.
l,283.
lQ,l§J!
6J.,9J.8.
QI
11725.
618531
277.

BALANCE

ADDITIONS REDUCTIONS 9-30-89
S6~ 1 111 1
32,120.
4~,4j0.
l~,0111

ld!50.
Qz

1 I 72lz•

Qz

192,81,3.

11§3,631.

s

s

01
Q.

o.

Q.
lf:l, 340.
51004.
l1~f:l§.

o.

l12!J3.
80Q.
1,900.
11711.
48;J..

5Q0.

SEE REVERSE SIDE
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I

2~~!
lQ0.

s

Q.
2, 17§:
1,7~2-

o.

i,57J..
2,000:

9:

JQi-

20Q.
857.

6Q,798.

l127Q.
51222·
§913121
2,0j21
J.,850.
§1§18.

116,,aoa. I

39,12020Q.
l~0.
2,211.

lQ0.
1,3~§.

s 51346.

o.

4,11257§.
iQl:
J.19Q3.
39,107.
§2.
l5Qz
~12H.

QI
2,10§.
9QQ.
~QQ.
21063.

771:

192,SJ.3.

1.,~a=
o.

Q.

J,as6.

218341
11469.
48,42J•

Q.
2112§,

o.

na=
790:
489.

ARD RBSBRVBS

S59188J.
39&},07.
J8,272.
2214§3.

2,Q42.

!1SOlz.
11783.
Fund}

1 9 8 9

SBBBT

10-1-88

ASSJr.t'S
1701 Tr§!a§Ul'.!i!i::'sCb.§!cking
J,7Q2 B!!ll1tia Ch1ckJ,ng and savings
l7Q~ RegJ.!t£&£'! ~heckj,ng
!704 Inv11t§g ~aQLt1l
J.7QS Ac~QY!ll.!1 Re£eivable
1706 f£!eig
lxi>enses
Paj,th and P1:acta,C!!
1725 1nven:t2a:
(J:.188 Oe:12);:e£iationl
1728 lgyLanent:

,1~nA£coym.g

PIS
CAL
YB AR
September 30, 1989

BALANCE

ACCOUNT
NUMBER
ANDTITLE

TOTALI

6
10
9
J,1

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OP l"llIDDS

Q,

o.

o.
Q:

i2~z

2,J60.
0:

o.

6Q.

Q.

J1~22:
Q.
31128.

§61,969.

J,77.
!1,6'2.

s

o.
Q.
o.

Q.

!11888.
J,58Q.
2,1§7.
l190J.
11270.
§62.
11000.
l,75§.
481,.

§0§.
79Q:
~i§:
3,Q04.
1,382.
l18QS.
3,786.
60Q.
§92.
116621
461222.

I 911642.

RO'.rBSI

1.

Under control
of PYMMinistry
general PYMuse.

2.

specifically
contributed
funds for use of the Friend in the Orient coamittee;
includes
funds for "Window•" ($1,056.);
"Project"($702.);
not available
for
general PYMuse.

3.

Represents
publication.

4.

For use of the Clerk,

5.

Friend•

6.

These

7.

Travel reserves
are funds set aside for future travel
costs that PYMhas
already agreed to pay; some of these meet every 2 to 3 years, but we budget
portion of the cost each year.

8.

These

9.

Reserve Funds for use by the Wider Fellowship

10.

Fund located in separate
account. Contributions
are earmarked
specific
account.
Not available
for general PYMuse.

11.

Bob Schutz has returned
$1,903. to PYMfrom proceeds of the "Social Order
Series" per PYMMinutes 89-4.
The "Social Order series"
was discontinued
and
Reserve"
fund started.
a "Publishing

12.

Loan to Friends

13.

Quaker Spiritual
Quest Program reports beginning balance $3,638.;
of $1,238.;
reductions
of $3,806.; ending balance of $1,070.

14.

Bast-West
additions

15.

Unity with Nature committee reports a starting
balance of $11,740.;
of $13,581.;
reductions
of $12,030.; ending balance of $13,291.

printing

are

are

funds invested
accounts.

the only

etc.,

that

not available

monies;

Bulletin

checking

costs,

and Oversight

COmmittee;

should

be recovered

for general

not available

not available

by sale

for

of the

PYMuse.

for general

PYMuse.

in WORKING
ASSETS MONEYFUNDand money market

funds available

for general

PYMuse.
Among Friends

Committee.
for the

Bulletin.

Relations
$77,142.;

Conmittee
reductions

Virginia

Treasurers,

additions

reports a starting
balance of $2,810.;
of $67,736.; ending balance of $12,216.

v.

and Walter E. Klein
Pacific Yearly Meeting
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additions
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6
12
3

1701
17Q2
1703
J.704
1705
17Q6
1725
1728

ysn1

L;(ABILl:tIIS AND RBSBRVBS
27~1 Accounts Pa~§!;!le
FICA l:&X!S fayabl!
~7~J ;tnc2me Iaxes Pa~§!;!le
2759 D!if!U:J::!:d:tn~ome
a161 feage TU [Ynd
2763 :Ztudent ~on1cience Fund
2764 Widei;: F1Uow1h:i.e Among Friend§ B!•!ne
2765 ~l:2U!bi.ng Re1e~e
2775 Bul,lttin Reserve
Resene
~776 Cltrks I[avel, & Discreti,onarv
2777 !;;;Ollllli..tteeSyi;1elemental IJ::1vel, Resene
2778 F&:i:!!nd i,n tbe Qrient Prgject Reserv~s
2779 FWCs;;,~1ction of the Americas Travel
2780 FGC T~av11 Reserve
2781 FUMT1:1vel Beserve
2783 Gener1l Reunion of F[. Ute21,.) IrAvel,
2787 FWggI[i,enn,i.1l. Travel, Reseae
2188 JQyng F~j.ends Iravel R~§8ll!!
2789 lmliDlllent fi,u;-:gb1s~ R~seae
,121 Bi;:intQn Vi,si,j.oi;: Fund Re@erve
~793 Accounting b§e[ve
,797 Fund for CoQC§rns
2798 Sh11.:i.ng l:Ynd
{General, Fund)
3799 unconm.U,ted Resenes
TOTAL: ~1,MILITIBS AHD ltBSBllVBS

a1sa

10
9

ll

5

4
------

7
7
7
7
7
1
1
1
8

10-1-89

ysir.rs

NOTES
EXPLANATORY

-

1 9 9 0

S B B B T
BALANCE

Checking
Tre1syrer's
Bu:ll•ti.D Check!ng §nd Savings
Rggi,sti;:A['S Checking
Inv••t!!SI cae!ta!
AccounJ;g Rece!,vable
Pr~ea!d 1:imenses
Paith and Practice
Inv!ntoD!::
Bgy!anent:
(~ess Dee!:eciation2

'l'O'rALI

6

L A 11 C B

ACCOUNTNUMBERANDTITLE

NOTE

RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OP PRIBHDS

RB R'S
RB PORT
for PIS
CAL
YB AR
PERIOD: October 1, 1989 through July 15, 1990

TR BASU

5

the

ADDITIONS

5,346.
s 1,270.

H~,698.
J21 QfUa
J.9&J,Jl.
16,186.

5,022.
69,310:
2,049.
1,850.
6,6J.8.

50Q.

U:16,5!6

o. s
o.

Os

o.
J.7,888.
3,:iBO.
2,1~7.
l,90J.

o.

2,284.
1,788.
Q.
1,607.
l, :i79.
Q.

Q.

1,i10.

32 d:!81 1

481.
608.

333.
3,621.
Os
0.

Q.

662.
l,OQO.
1,758.

J,7§6.
600.
692.
1,669.
46,222-

f91,6n.

SEE REVERSESIDE
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o.

•

I

s

s

o.
2,~84.
1,788.

o.

13,200.
l,OQO.

o.

SQQ.

30,~lQ.
Q.
~JJ.
3,46~.
48J..

0.

o.
Q.
o.

o.

Q.

Q.

2Jl-

2QQ.

!,185.
170.
16,578.

25Q-

62.),57.

o.

:i,687.
;1,77.

199,988.

Q.
Q.

o.

2,5j~.

1108,250.

o.

dH2:Z:

22,34J..
6~,296.

0:

Q.

790.
~48.
3,0Q4.
!,389.

897.
s 3,Q4l,.

1,850.
9Jl.

Os
Os

111.

1

S53,147.
30,3J.Q.
1,812.
ao,~QQ.

o.

191,642.

s

BALANCE

REDUCTIONS 7-15-90

o.
o.

153,8!1-

l.

o.

o.
o.
2s
6,295.
4.J,59.
2d,87.
-J.,~Qh·
J,041:

dt;~

·;"::At'::~]
-;!''
_..,,
i

J4§ s - _

J I QQ4I
1,J82.
Ji' SQ~

I

4,5171
§OQ.
1,627.
1,83262,799.

199,9§8.

.,._.
_.

lfcnBS:

l.

Under control
of PYMMinistry
general
PYM use.

2.

Specifically
contributed
funds for use of the Friend in the Orient Committee;
includes
funds for "Windows" ($700.);
"Project"(Sl,215.);
not available
for
general
PYM use.

3.

Represents
publication.

4.

For use of the Clerk,

5.

Priend•

6.

These are funds invested
checking accounts.

7.

Travel reserves
are funds set aside for future travel
costs that PYM has
already agreed to pay; some of these meet every 2 to 3 years,
but we budget
portion
of the cost each year.

8.

These are the only

9.

Reserve

10.

account. Contributions
are earmarked
Pund located
in separate
specific
account.
Not available
for general PYMuse.

11.

Reserve

12.

Loan to Friend

13.

Quaker Spiritual

14.

Bast-West

15.

Unity with Nature Coami.ttee reports
balance of $13,291.;
a starting
of $30,991.;
reductions
of $28,242.;
ending balance of $16,040.

of $0.;

additions

printing

Bulletin

costs,

and oversight

etc.,

that

not available

monies;

should

not available

Bulletin

reductions

of the

PYMuse.

for general

PYMuse.

for general

PYMuse.
Among Friends

committee.
for the

publications.
($2,049.),

and Earthlight

Publication

Program reports
beginning balance
of $17.; ending balance of $1,009.

Quest

Relations
$65,174.;

by sale

for

in WORKINGASSETS MONEYFUND and money market

funds available

future

not available

be recovered

for general

Punds for use by the Wider Fellowship

fund for

Committee;

($500.)

$1,026.;

additions

Committee reports a starting
balance of $12,217.;
reductions
of $48,751.;
ending balance of $28,640.

Virginia
Treasurers,

V. and Walter E. Klein
Pacific Yearly Meeting
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additions
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PACIFIC YEARLY
MEETING
1990

PACKETATTACHMENT
P

Friend in the Orient :Report
Our charge .from the Frietld in the Orient Committee ns to make a trip
through t1:i.cro11eSia
to observe and Sllpport their aspirations .for noolear-.free
goverMents, arad for a sovereignty £rH of 111iliury bases. Weha.ve gone, \Ve
have returned a.radNW we ffl>tlldlike to thank you for helping to Mke the trip
possible .
'l1e can nport,

as you lllight exl)t'Ot, that it still is a. paradise, but a
puadise with probleMS. For us, it n.s a "go~ home11 -.for 35 yeus o.f our
'l{e revisited st'IJdents who are now
working lives 'l'n!'respent in those islands.
governors, ow co-workers wba have become govermentt.l ministers, s1JOcess.ful
businessmen, doctors, a president.

So, is then a.nythiiq wrong in t1:i.oroDHi&? The •holit a.rea--e.s big as the
United States, but with only 160,000 peopl9--has bffn a. United Nations
tr'U5teeship .for 43 years, and is l'IOtthe only one 'IFhose.future bu not bffn
decided. The 10 other trasteeships that ca.meUJlder the General Asselllbly o.f the
United l'fations have been set free.
Only tlicrolleSia,

~uinisterK

by the United Stat.es -.s a Strategic

'l'nsteeship, remains ,mresolved itVen a.fter 21 yMrs o.f ~tiations.
This is
because our government has re.filsed to let the islanders become independent
unless they are willing to give the United States special military rights and
powers. In this re.fusal the islanders have had, without req1.1esting it, the
support o.f the U.S.S.R. with its veto poftr in the SectJrity Co1JJ1Cil.
It is tiny, oowt.geows Pt.lt.u tht.t ht.s oht.llenged the military wisMS oi. the
United States, first in 1979 by writing the world's first nuclear-.free
constitution, ratified by 92 percent ot the people, and then by voting in seven
ple~ites
in the next decade to uphold that constitution .
"'fie have

"Wedon.1t need de.tense or .forti.fioations
Their repeated voting expression (and
that simply r.i.11 once again attract nr."
our refusal to accept it) has sbawn that fl'hile n tt.'llght and talked about
democracy, the United States isn't prepared to practice it in the islands .
I10

e:MtDies," they say.

The other new governments in tticronesia also wrote nuclear-.free
constitutions, but the United States bu not .felt tbe ne-..d to challenge tbetn, or
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to 'IJSetheir lands-YET. On O'llrtrip we sa" these othe-r isluid groups opera.ting
.fairly well-large h'llrea'llCracies, but ones that o.f.fer ed'llCations, medical, and
eoollOmioservices and opportunities.
'l'hese governments a.re somewhatshalcy and
too dependent on U.S. generosity. But sel.f-s1l£.ficieney is not .far behind these
people, uid they are experts at managing their lives and cw.ture in a very
.fragile environment.
month in 10 e.retS, e.oh. with. di.f.fering la.ngua~,
custom5, and concerl'IS. Our ge:nenl obserntion is that the United States has
not been a very good trust.ff, uid is no.,playing the role o.f a nloota.nt
decolonizer.
We spent•

i.etr days toe.

The United States was pledged to protect t1icronesia's land arid resources, to
prepare the people for sel.f goverI'lft'lent. But in the tiarshalls in our nuclear
bomb tests, we oblitera.ted the island o.f Bikini, uid Madethe people sick a.rid
homeless. '?hey ban he.n nlldering ever since. Vfe !IO'lr use Kn;alein J.or long
r~
nlissile testing .fromVuidenberg Air Base, and ft are otJrrently arra.Dg:i..ng
for 1110re
larid for Star Wars testing.
The United States does not discourage the
Japanese from trying to dap noolear nstes north o.f t1icroDHia, and the U.S. is
usi:ng neighbori:ng Jolmson Island at this moment.for experimental nerve gas
incineration.
Clearly the- United States military nnts Palaua.n harbors and
o:n.-third o.f their land .for .fall hack bases. The stead.fast will o.f the Palau.an
l)@Ople,many of them womenleaders who hold their land to be preoiou abon all
else, has so far stueM.ted the power of the United Ste.tes.
Foll.o1fingthe- last plebeoite on Febna.ry 6, 1990, it beet.in. appe.rent that
the wish of a 1111.jorityo.f the Palaua.l'IS
is to have e. moratoriUJnon voting on
their politiou status.
They nnt tiM to re.fl~t,
to mend hurts, e.nd to st'ldy
their economic options. It is not clear •hat the Buh administration will do,
but Friends and other coI1Cernedpeople c1.n urge this administra.tion to respect
the respo1'15i:bilities that the United States a.co•pted in 1947.
The i5landers do appreciate friends here in the U.S., ntchfitl and active in
trying to influeI1Ce the a.dministra.tion and the Congress to do the right thing.
'l'hrough the Q-uakerUnited llfa.tions 0.f.fiee n ee.n urge the United l'fations, th.rough
its 'l'riJSteeship Co1J.J:1Cil,
its Committee on Decolonization, and the Security
Co\U'ICil,to r~ixi.re the- United states to all.OW'tti.oronesia to choose its destiny.
That is lt'hat n.s promised, arid what n should do now.
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fe have been glad to he a link of .friendship between PYHFriends and
tficronesia while they struggle tonrd a self-determination that preserves the
values ot their past.
Hyers' hook, Resistincrthe Serpent:Palau's Struggle.for Sel.£
Determination,
is a olear aoooi.mtot the Pdauan striJgql.e. It is an interesting
study shoring that the drama 0£ Palau is a microcosmot Military imperialism
throughout the world. The book is available here at Pffl arid at the AFSC
Ched

bookstores.

Verna and Russ Curtis
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Report

1 ike to thank
this year.

you for the opportunity
A few numbers fol low:

Friends

Present

Divided

by sex

376

Male

144

Female

232

Divided

to be your

by age

Preschool

o - 5

10

Elementary

6 - 11

29

Junior

Friends

12-18

29

Adults

307

Youngest
Christopher

Turner

Oldest
Leonore

Daily attendance
comparison
with
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

Ho 11 ander

ranged
from
recent
years:
(La Honda)
(La Verne)
(La Verne)
(Chico)
(Chico)
(La Verne)
(La Verne)

184 on Sunday

to

336 on Tuesday.

A

494
418
404
447
460
380
376

Of the 339 attenders
on Tuesday,
181 (53%) stayed
(30%) camped and 58 (17%) were day attenders.
Joe Magruder
Bob Jolly
Registrars
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To PYM Religious Education Committee:

REPORTFROM asa SOUTHERNCALIFORNIA
A group of members and attenders
from Claremont Monthly
Meeting met regularly
during January,
February
and March of
1990 to study and share reactions
to Alastair Heron's pamphlet,
A Search for Oua,ter Essentials.
The attendance
was steady,
averaging
about fifteen persons.
The dialogue moved toward
individual concerns and experiences,
leading to valuable and deep
A similar
group ts planned
for this coming fall at
sharing.
Orange Grove Meeting.
With regard to the QSQ committee
itself., members feel that
we individually
are
valuable
Interaction
Is going on, that
becoming more aware of the life and needs of Meetings beyond
our own, that sharing of thoughts in the committee
becomes a
support and enrichment
that may enable us as individuals
to
reach out more strongly and widely than before.
considerable
deliberation,
the committee
has agreed to
undertake
planning for a ma tor weekend conference in the fall of
1991. It wUJ take place during October 4-6 at Astara conference
is to
center in Upland, CA. The purpose of this conference
challenge Southern
California Friends to enrich and deepen their
spiritual lives through an intensive period of worship, silence and
sharing,
under the leadership
of an Invited speaker.
During the
coming year, the committee
will send to monthly
meetings both
suggestions
for reading,
and probing
questions
for individual
After

reflection.

Ingrid Petersen,
25 July 1990
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In midst of war,
planting hope
1 tree at a time
Houses within reach are torched;

By Kenneth W. Grundy

all the inhabitants are vulnerable.

And in return, Inkatha communities are marked for retaliation . It is
friend of mine is trapped in a a cycle of murder hard to staunch.
war and I fear for his safety.
Natal is aflame, and the townWar is indiscriminate in its vio- ships surrounding Pietermaritzlence . The innocent, the vulner- burg, the provincial capital; are the
able, the harmless and the peace- killing fields in a destructive intraloving bear the burden as surely as Zulu conflict. ANC vs. lnkatha:
do the culpable and the committed, Between these two millstones all
and this war in South Africa is others are ground to paste .
especially vicious.
Mazibuko is neither. He is not a
Robert Mazibuko is 81 years old. "big man" in the Pietermaritzburg
1-Ie IS a person whose work, ru- region. Few in the power structure,
though modest in scale, is the sort who ought to be promoting his
that is crucial for a new South Afriwork, know of him. He is a proud
ca. He shows peasants how lo farm, man who will not beg.
how to conserve their land, how to
live at peace with nature. He prays
He is the founder and director of
to be allowed to carry on and to the Africa Tree Centre. He maintrain others to succeed him. But he lams a tiny experimental plot
resides in the heart of a war 1.0ne where he lives. He travels the
where mindless brutality may fro9i· region P.lanling trees and shOYling
to
cally end his mission.
_
peutle how to corn~r according
Let me tell you about this war a "l eep trench" tee ruque that he
designed that helps conserve water
and then about Mazibuko's work.
and replenish the soil with what he
More than 3,000 people have calls "God's fertilizer." One-on-one
been killed in Natal province on instruction, one tree at a time.
South Africa's Indian Ocean coast M~est improvements oria humap Robert Mazibuko: A proud man who will not beg.
in the past three years. Most of ,see, the sort that the poor neople
them were innocent victims of a of Africa can understand.
philosophy of life at peace with the and individuals from Germany,
gangland-style turf war between
He lives very modestly in a pre- world and an undeniable arrogance Switzerland, Japan and the United
those who back Chief Mangosuthu
that what he thinks and how he op- States. I got to visit him because he
Gatsha Buthelezi's Inkatha move- fab hut barely 12 feet in diameter. erates make sense.
is assisted by an American group
ment, a political party that governs He cooks in a tiny caravan stuffed
that
I support, Right Sharing of the
He
sees
a
mystical
link
between
the Zulu homeland at the behest of wilh papers and books. "You've got
the white government, and those to live like the people or they'll man and nature - animals, insects, World Resources, a part of the .
plants, trees and man come togeth- Friends World Committee for Con- .·
.who identify with the revolutionary never listen to you," he says.
sultation in Philadelphia
·resistance groups clustering around
He wants his people to be self- er in a world view not unlike that
held
by
native
Americans.
But
the
But South Africa needs thou- .
the African National Congress.
relianL That is why he dislikes onecrop, farms. He favors intercropping tree, to him, is special, almost a sands of Robert Mazibukos and
It is commonly understood that and small-scale farming close to persona and a panacea for rural time is short. His Tree ·Centre is
the authoritiesin Pretoriaand their thosewho need to feedthemselves. poverty."A man comes home,"he sum,unded by a war that he does
police force aid the Inkatha fighttells me; "and sees his tree in blos• not understand. Why anyone would
So Mazibuko's Africa Tree Centre som and his soul is fed. He wakes want to destroy rather than build is ..
ers. The young "comrades" opPQsing them are caught between the is a one-man operation barely limp- up and goes out and sees his tree beyond him.
·
official homeland government, local ing along with minimal resources. in leaf and his soul is nourished.
His
island
of
tranquility
reminds
:
Last
summer
when
I
called
on
him,
Trees
do
not
need
man
man
. Inkatha warlords defending their
·traditional ground and the white re- his small pickup truck was down, needs the trees ." He is dedicated to me of an old African proverb that
gime that seeks to weaken the no longer roadworthy. He had no nature and to a meekness few may be a metaphor for the plight of
money to repair it or buy another . seem to understand. But when you peace-loving peasants the world
ANC at every tum.
over: "When the bull elephants .
Now his tree deliveries depend on leave him, you feel renewed .
fight, the grass gets trampled."
Until recently the factions sin- friends providing rides.
gled out the leaders and militants
Over the years, Mazibuko has
of the rival faction for elimination.
Mazibuko stands tall for his age. provided 35,000trees for his people.
Kenneth w. Grundy is the M.
But in the last few weeks the light- He is a neat man, carries a cane Fruit trees are his favorite. His Hanna Professor of Political s, _
ers have become far less discrete. A and wears a brown fedora with a work depends on seedlings, tools, a enceat CaseWesternReseroeUnineighborhood may be identified as zebra-skin band . His eyes, through truck to haul his trees and a place versity in Cleveland. He wrote thi.t
:~ro;-_ANC
an~ all within it beco!f1eS ~h7ca~cts, sparkle. His op~mism .' to teach people. It's a modest
articlefor The Orlan(lo Sentinel. ..
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Theological
Women

Woodbrooke
Birmingham,
31st of Sevgnth
To Friends

College
England
Month,

Conference

of

Quaker

1990

Everywhere:

Greetings
and
love
from
the
seventy-four
women
from
twenty-one
countries
who have,
in the middle
of their
busy lives,
been called
to
attend
the First
International
Theological
Conference
of Quaker Women
Birmingham,
England
from 24th - 31st
½eld at Woodbrooke
College,
of
Seventh
Month,
1990.
We represent
many
races,
languages
and
nationalities,
and
varieties
of Quaker
faith
and
practice.
Through
struggle
and
pain,
rage and joy
we are able
to speak
to
you,
our
sisters
and brothers,
with one voice,
the voice
of love from God.
We came
together
to explore
and reflect
on what it means
to
be
a
and to be doing
theology,
with the hope
that
woman,
to
be a Quaker
through
our work we would be better
able
to perform
the
service
God
our sisters
everywhere
to do
has given
each of us to do, and to assist
so as well.
Our work has been based
on the theology
of story.
We have
listened
to and told
the stories
of the unnamed women who ·met Jesus,
of
our
Quaker
foremothers
of the sisters
we represent
-and
our
own
life
stories.
Through
Bible
study,
the arts,
worship
sharing,
silence,
we have remembered
and reclaimed
song,
prayer,
and formal
talks,
the
past;
we have
better
understood
our present;
and we have begun
to
of
the
envision
our future.
By sharing
responsibility
for the work
conference
we have
modelled
true
equality
and
respect
for
our
individual
gifts
and abilities.
Our Home Groups have provided
some of
us
with
a
conference
"family"
where we could
share
personally
our
work
lives,
our
responses
to each day's
work,
and where we could
together
on a patchwork
wallhanging.
In
this
time we have grown in appreciation
and understanding
of
our
to share
diversity.
We found that
our attempts
our worship
traditions
them helped
each of us to appreciate
that
we honour
our
by
blending
full
expression.
own traditions
best
when we offer
them in their
vividly
that
women
live
under
cultural,
We have
been
reminded
political,
and
economic
oppression.
All humanity
is lessened
by it;
we are unwiiling
to tolerate
its perpetuation,
and must continue
to
work
for justice
and peace
in the world.
The total
dedication
which
our
sisters
show
in their
lives
has been,
and will
continue
to
be,
both humbling
and inspiring.
Our eyes have been opened
to see that
we
are all,
as in the
story
in Luke 13,
women "bent
over"
with
burdens
and limitations,
inward
and outward.
We have affirmed
that
being
"bent
over''
can
help
us grow into
wisdom and compassion
and lead
us
into
community,
to love,
and to action.
And we were shown in this
and other
New Testament
stories,
how we may walk upright
by looking
at the ways
Jesus
interacted
with
the women.
We have learned
to
have
greater
appreciation
for the gifts
and skills
we already
ha?e,
and to
insist
thctt

they

be

~~k~owl~dged

and

used.
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We have been strengthened
in our knowledge
that
our lives
bear
fruits
of love and peace
when grounded
and nurtured
in relationship
with
Goa
through
the Holy Spirit,
through
Jesus
Christ,
and through
Sophia,
or
Wisdom.
In
the
friendship
of women we have found a style
of
that
relationship
based
on mutuality
replacing
one based
on
patriarchal
structures
and kingship.
This style
of relationship
better
enables
us
to envision
the Divine.
As we leave. this
conference,
our Lopes for the future
are
many.
We
hope that
we will
act as leaven
in our local
meetitgs,
churches,
and
yearly
meetings,
so that
Quaker women everywhere
will
be encouraged
by
our
new understanding.
As we grow in solidarity
with
one
another,
enriched
by
how we express
our faith,
we will
all
be
enabled
to
surmount
the cultural,
economic,
and political
barriers
that
prevent
us
from discerning
and following
the ways in which God leads
us.
We
which help
us
honour
the lives
of our Quaker
foremothers
as patterns
recognize
our own leadings.
Their
commitment,
deaication,
and courage
remain
as worthy
standards.
May our lives
be vsed as theirs
were
to
of the love of God.
to be vehicles
give
leadership
to women everywhere
We share
a deep love for all
creation,
and cry with the pain of
its
desecration.
We must
realize
we are part
of the natural
world
and
in order
to change
those
attitudes
which
lead
to
examine
our
lives
domination
and exploitation.
Friends,
we are all called
into
wholeness
and into
community,
women
and
men alike,
sharing
the responsibilities
God has given
us,
and
assuming
the leadership
we are called
to.
We begin
where we are,
in
w~rk
and
communities,
our
homes
and
meetings
or
churches,
our
celebrating
the realization
of the New Creation.
Signed

coxoi
Carole
on behalf

f'rea..d.wau

V

Treadway
of

the

First

International·
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of

Quaker

Women.

PRESS RELEASE

-------------------------------------------------------------------FIRST

INTERNATIONAL THEOLOGICAL CONFERENCE OF QUAKER WOMEN
WOODBROOKE 24 - 31 JULY 1990

Seventy
four
women,
from
twenty-one
countries,
representing
all
continents
and
many
peoples,
have shared
a week in
the
beautiful
environment
of
Woodbrooke.
We came
to
Birmingham,
England,
as
participants
in the first-ever
International
Theological
Conference
for Quaker women
from 24 - 31 July,
1990. The official
languages
were
Spanish
and
English.
The conference
was sponsored
by Friends
World
Committe~
for
Consultation
and organised
jointly
by
Woodbrooke
and
was based
on the "theology
Earlham
School
of Religion.
Our approach
of
story".
Through
lectures,
spoken
and silent
ministry,
workshops
and
conversations
of
anonymous
we have reflected
on some of the stories
women in the New Testament
and on stories
of Quaker women.

-

We have
offered
our
own stories
to
each
other,
reflecting
realities
of
our own lives
and peoples.
We have worked through
media of dance,
song,
clay,
drama,
painting,
paper
collage,
speech
silence.
We have
trusted
our hearts
as well as our heads
and
experienced
theology
creatively
in relation
to our own lives.
Although
we are all Quakers,
we come from worshipping
very
different
approaches.
During
this
week we have
previously
unfamiliar
Quaker practices.

the
the
and
have

traditions
with
all
encountered

We have discovered,
variously,
Quaker pastors,
preparative
meetings,
ministry
in
song and reference
tu God as Mother as well
as
Father.
Amid our rich
diversity
we have been heartened
by our
solidarity
as
and
profoundly
sisters.
Each
of
us has been challenged,
enriched
moved.
been an historic
This
conference
has
children
yet
foremothers,
with
our
throughout
the world.
We have

been

event,
unborn

linking
and
with

us
with
our
our
sisters

empowered.

ENDS
For

further

Friends
Woodbrooke

Earlham

information

World

Committee
Drayton

College,

School

contact:
for Consultation,
House,
Gordon Street,

Bristol
of
Religion,
Earlham
College,
1046,

Road,

London

Birmingham

Richmond,
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Indiana

WC1H OBQ, England

B29 6LJ,
47374,
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PACIFICYEARLYMEETING;La Verne, California
Final Nominating Committee Report -- 3 August, 1990

*"'*"'*"'*"'*"'*"'*"'*"'*"'*"'*""*""*""*""*""*""*

PACIFIC YEARLY MEETING:OFFICERS

PRESIDINGCLERK ( 1 yr)
91 Jane Peers LJ

TREASURERS(3 yr)
93 Walter Klein LJ
93 V1rg1n1aKlein GV/LJ

ASSISTANT to the CLERK ( 1 yr)
91 Jane M111s RF

CO-HISTORIAN/ARCHIVISTS (3 yr)
93 Benjam1n Levine SM
93 Helen O'Brien WH

RECORDING
CLERKS (2 yr)
91 Ron sax PA
92 Jamie Newton PA

ARRANGEMENTS
CLERK ( 1 yr)
91 Margaret Mossman BE

REPRESENT
ATl VECOMMITTEE
RECORD
I NGCLERK( 1 yr)
91 Pat Wolff OG

ASST ARRANGEMENTS
CLK ( 1yr)
91 Erle Moon .BE

READINGCLERK ( 1 yr)

CO-REGISTRARS( 1 yr)

91 Shirley Ruth SF

91 Joseph Magruder SA
91 Gary Wolff OG

STATISTICAL CLERK (3 yr)
93 Phyll1s Jones SD

*""*""*"*"*"*"*"*"*"*"*"*"*"*"*""*""*
PACIFICYEARLYMEETING
COMMITTEES:
MEMBERS
AND CLERKS
clterns 1n tta/tcsarenot namedby Norn.comm.)

SUBCO/"MITTEESOF M&O·

MINISTRYANDOVERSIGHT
COMMITTEE
91 Kitty Barragato OG, clerk
91 Vantta Blum BE

8/6 /SLANOOVERSIGHT
Clerk: Kitty

Clerk.· Joan JOIJnS0/7

MEETIN65& tneMENTALLYILL

91 HermtoneBaker MB
92 Bruce Folsom SF
92 PrudenceMyer SB

92 Becky Layfield

Barragato

BRINTON VJ.::,""/
TOR

Clerk: Hermione Baker

SPECIALFUNDS
Clerk.Becky Layrleld
OUAKERPROCESSWORKShVPS
Cieri<:(NJ Vanita Blum
Clerk: (SJ
wORSH/P-FEZLOWSH/P
Clerk: Lee Knutsen 06/PA
J1'1-0M-M'1RELATIONSHIPS
Cleric Eleanor Foster

oc

93 Walt Kersey SA
93 Lincoln Moses PA
93 LangdonElsbree CL

x-1

FRIENDIN THE ORIENTCOMM.
(A Joint committee of Pactf ic Yearly Mtg. &
North Pac1f1c Yearly Mtg.)
91 Lee Cable SM
91 Klm1 Nagatan1 OC
92 Cliff Cole CL
92 James Anderson CH
93 Bob Vogel 06

BULLETIN COMMITTEE
91 Elsa Glines ST
91 Jim Anderson CH
92 Sonda Beal BE, Clerk
92 Gerry Maynard ST
93 Steve Smltn CL
93 Grace BuzalJko BE
Ex orr1c10: Editors

93 Shan Cretin WW, Clerk

NPYT1

CHILDREN'S PROGRAMCOMM.
91 Mark Koenig CH, Co-Clerk
91 Maude wntte DA
92 JUdy cnynowetn GV,Co-Clerk
92 Sharon Wesson CL
93 Wlnnle Sunsh1ne-HI 11CV
93 Nancy Salzman BE
E><
Officio: Present and
1mmedlate past chtldren·s
program co-ordinators

Jocelyn Oo!JDJe
Oon60/dsteln
Lewis Hoskins
L0/S HoskIns
OlckLewls
RoseLewis
Anne St. Germain

Margery Sayre

Barbara Tnygeson

OaVJdWalker

OellaWalker

DI SCIPLINECOl"NI TTEE
91 Laura Magnanl BE, Clerk
91 Lee Knutsen PA
92 Jean WaI ton CL
92 Eleanor Foster SC
93 Martha Dart CL
93 Sam Co><AF
ExOff1cio: Historian/ Archivist

JUNIOR YEARLY MEETING COM.
91 Katy Fest1nger DA, Clerk
91 Jack Huffman BE
92 Jud1th Krieger SC
92 Dee Abrahamse oc
93 Dotti vura-Weis ..lV
93 Tim Mallory RD
ExOfflclo:
High School Advisors,
Jun1or High Sehl Advisors,
Jun1or Yearly Meeting Clk,
Junior High scnoo1 Clerks

EAST-WEST RELATIONS COMM.
9 I Herb Foster SC
91 Mellssa Lovett-Acta Ir HU
91 Lo1s Hogle PA
91 Betty Keeney RF
92 Edlleth Eckart HU
92 Julie Harlow DA
92 Anthony Manousos SM
92 Jim Wong SWFM
93 Phyllis Jones so
93 Kay Anderson PA, Clerk
93 Jack Huffman BE
93 Karen Lawrance LJ

MJ/'1/NATIN6 COM'1ITTEE
91 Leonard Oart CL

91 EuclldBautlsta SM
91 ConmeJolly BE
92 Sally Oavls SA, Clerk
92.Asenat/J Young 06
92 Leta McKinney-Adler WW

93 Rick Trot!) OG
93LOIS Ba1Jey6V

FINANCE COM"'llTTEE
91 Robert Young OG
91 Stratton Jaquette PA, Clerk
92 Harry Bailey GV
92 Anne Davenport CL
93 Wa I ter Jones SD
93 Roy Allen MA
E><
Offlc1o:
Treasurers, Stat. Clerk

93' OavId WIison OA

X -
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UNITY WITH NATURE COMM.
91 Chuck Orr LJ Clerk
91 Dana Abell DA
9 I Marl< Koen lg CH
92 Robert scnutz RF
92 Tom Farley PA
93 Michael Dunn IV
93 Rus1 Gustafson DA
Exorrtcto: NewstetterEd1tor

PEACE COM'1ITTEE
91 Nancy Lynch SB
91 Josselyn Mellon DA
91 Karen Lawrance LJ
92 L1ndaOunn IV, Co-Clerk
92 Gladis Innerst LJ
92 carol Mosher BE, co-Clerk
93 Julie Ralls IV
93 Amy Rowland DA
93 Jane Badalato SFV
Ex Off1c1o:Clerl<s of CPQM&
SCQMPeace Comms.;
correspondents of
Unaffiliated Meetings;
1 or FCNL Reps.

WIDER FELLOWSHIPAMONG
FRIENDSCOMMITTEE
91 Glor1a Kershner GV Clerk
92 Betty Hal I RF
93 Anne Friend WW
Ex Officio: EFI Rep, FGC Rep,
FUM Rep, RGAM Rep, YFNA
Rep, & one FWCC Rep

RELIGIOUS EDUCATIONCot'M.
91 Jean Malcolm SD Clerk
91 Dlana Egly PA
92 Les11e Zondervan-Droz HU
92 Gerry Maynard ST
93 Ann Scott RE
93 Victor staadecKer SF

Oelegates to "PlannlngCommlt tee ror t/Je

western 6atflertng orFr/ends:·

(appointed by WF AF.Comm)

Pa{JINfebanckSC

Gloria Kers/Jner 6 v,alt
Robert Vogel 06, alt.

SECRETARIAT COMMITTEE
91 Sandy Farley PA, Clerk
92 stepnen McNe11 SF
93 George Ma 11ey SC
Exomc10:Ass1stant to tne Clerk

HOLDING CORPORATIONCOMM.
91 Lowell Tozer SD Clerk
91 Lanny Jay RF
92 Ted Neff DA
92 B.J. W1ll1ts OC
93 Harry Ba 11ey GV
93 David Tappan OG
Ex Officio:
PYM Clerk, 1 Treasurer

SITES COM'1ITTEE
91 Dav1d-James Bloom RF
91 StepnanJe Kenneay ST
92 warren Lee sm1tn SB
92 oav1d Noble SB Clerk
93 Lois Richter DA
93 George Ruaenl<oSFV
Ex Off lc1o: Arrangements Clerk

AGENDAREVIEWCOf"MITTEE

ExOfr1c1o:

Presldlng Clerk; Asslstant to the
Clerk (as Comm. Clerk);
Registrars; and Clerks or des1gnees
from:
M&O, Arrangements, Young
Friends, Junior Yearly Mtg, &
Ch1ldren·s Program.
Others as needed.

SOCIAL ORDERCOM'1ITTEE
91 Marty Carson CL, Clerk
91 Marlon Givens WW
91 Kate Buckner ST
92 Margte Swanson SB
92 Bard McAllister
VI
92 Ernest Btcknell BE
93 Marybeth Webster GV
93 Diana Lockard CL
93 Unda Rowell CH
Ex Officio: Clerks of CPOM's &
SCOM's s.o.Comms.,
Correspondents from
unafft 11ated Meet 1ngs

X-
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*"'*"'*"'*"'*"'*"'*"'*"'*"'*"'*"'*"'*"'*'"*"'*"'*
SChOL'.ARSHIPCO/"NITT££
Eric Amen

J(/N/OR Hl6H 5CM:N'L'.CO-CLERKS

VerontcaEl!fot

JUNIORHIGHSChtJOL
ARRANGEMENTS
CLERK

Laura Cresw/ck
Jenm,er Ma/Jal

JUNIOR YEARL.
Y MEETING
CO-CLERKS

REP. TO PEACECO/"N/TTEE
LaraMa/Jal

Reo Wexner

...Eric Amen
ALT CL.ERK
Christina Tappan

YOUNG
FRIENDS
YFNADELEGATE
David Standish
Diana Dawn, alternate
Sage we:mer; alternate

H/6H 5C/-KJOL
ARRAN6EMENTSCLERK
EPl5TL'.E COM'1/TTEE, 1991

* "* "* "* "*"*

"* "* "* "* "* "* "*"*

"* "* "*

PYM REPRESENTATIVES
TO OTHERORGANIZATIONS
FRIENDSGENERALCONFERENCE
(2 yr)
92 Marie Schutz RF*

AFSC CORPORATION
MEMBERS
91 Asenath Young OG
91 LetaMcK1nney-Adler

92 Tom Whiteman ST

WW

FRIENDSUNITEDMEETING(3 yr)
93 Stratton Jaquette *

93 Barbara Graves ST, Conv.
93 Bea Ml 1ler OG

FWCC- Section of the Americas
91 Jeanette Norton
Conv. *
92 Steve Birdlebough SA
92 Margaret w1111ts HU

oc,

2yr
EVANGELICALFRIENDSINTERNATIONAL
92 Meta Ruth Ferguson LJ *

93 Leonard Dart CL
93 Carol Mosher BE

FRIENDSCOMMITTEE
ONNATIONAL
LEGISLATION
91 Zelda Grubb WW
91 Sandra Gey BE
92 K1m Lacey SF
92 Lo1s Rtchter DA
93 K1m1Nagatani OC
93 Ernest B1cknel1 BE

REUNIONGENERALDELOSAMIGOS
EN MEXICO
1n91 Jane Peers LJ *
DELEGATES
TO WORLDCONFERENCE
OF
FRIENDS, 1991 :
Paul Nlebanck SC (to Kenya)
GeneKnudsen Hoffman SB(to Netherlands)
Margaret W11lits HU(to Honduras)
Jamie Newton PA (to Honduras)

WILLIAM PENNHOUSE(FCNU
91 Klm Lacey SF
FRIENDSCOM'1ITTEEONUNITY
WITH NATURE
91 Robert Schutz RF

92 Michael Dunn IV

*=ex off1c1o member

of Wider Fellowship
Among Fri ends Comm 1ttee

FCL(FrtendsCommltteeonL egislat Ion of
ca11romia):
(af),Dolnted/JySocla/OrderJ

X-
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PACIFIC YEARLY MEETING
of the RELIGIOUS

SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

PYM Young Friends Epistle
TO FRIENDS EVERYWHERE:
As we gather here with much song and sharing, we are enjoying the fruits of our
past labors. Our group has grown with the return of old friends and an increasing number
of young friends that have recently made the transition from Junior Yearly Meeting. We
have a continuity and commitment that has been unsurpassed in recent years.
While some of us are working on assimilating with the regular Pacific Yearly
Meeting community, others continue to work with the Junior Yearly Meeting. This has
stretched our physical unity at Pacific Yearly Meeting, but kept our spiritual values by
combining our commitment to Pacific Yearly Meeting, adding fresh energy and viewpoints
to its business, with the need to strengthen the progression from Junior Yearly Meeting
to Pacific Yearly Meeting Young Friends to ensure our future.
Many activities and interest groups stimulated and reaffirmed our Quaker values
as well as empowering us to do something about them. We happily received two of our
Young Friends who recently returned from international peace projects, and shared their
exuberance about future peace possibilities which they experienced first-hand.
Young Friends renewed their sense of Quaker service when two Friends shared
their own personal callings. Ben Levine spoke of his work within the local prison
visitation programs, and Jane Kostka of hers with communities in developing nations.
Two Young Friends approached the issue of child abuse awareness in the Quaker
community, and led well-received workshops with the Elementary and Junior Yearly
Meeting groups.
Some Young Friends envision a project within the Unity With Nature program at
our next Pacific Yearly Meeting. This would combine Native American values with
inherent Quaker beliefs. We look ahead to this coming year and all the growth and
enrichment it promises to bring us.
With hope that you find and follow through with your own spiritual calling in the
empowering Light.
Pacific Yearly Meeting Young Friends,
La Verne, Califorr1j~ August 4, 1990.

Diane Dunn and Rustom Gustafson, Co-clerks
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PACIFIC YEARLY MEETING

of the RELIGIOUS

Attachment

SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

Junior Yearly Meeting Epistle
August 3, 1990
PYM this year was a learning and maturing experience.
The doors of
transition were opened in many ways. The Junior High group and the High
School group were merged and the definition of being a Young Friend was further
clarified and made accessible by the willing participation of the Young Friends.
Though the camping trip was a meaningful and enjoyable experience for all, the
necessity of leaving the Yearly Meeting for such an extended time was questioned.
Prior to a meeting with a Friends General Conference representative the true
identity of a Quaker was not understood in its entirety, but after discussion we
realized the knowledge was already within us. As the sun sets in the west we
close another Yearly Meeting fulfilled but with a new enthusiasm in the search
for the light within.
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PACIFIC YEARLY MEETING
of the RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

EPISTLEOF PACIFICYEARLYMEETING

Seventh Month 29 - Eighth Month 5, 1990

To all Friends--Greetings.
We met together as an extended spiritual family, at the University of La
Verne in Southern California, corporately seeking to know God's will in all of
our deliberations and relationships, and to learn what might be required of us
through the leading of the Spirit
We thought together about our oneness with the created world and all
things therein, and as your epistles were read. about our connectedness with
Friends everywhere. Our sense of connectedness was strengthened by visitors
among us, some of whom were; Harold Smuck, Clerk of the Section of the
Americas of Friends \Vorld Committee for Consultation; Sulak Sivaraksa, a
Siamese Buddhist working for non-violent change in Burma; Nancy Alexander,
lobbyist for Friends Committee on National Legislation in Washington D.C.;
and our invited guest speaker, Marty Walton, General Secretary of Friends
General Conference. Also our Friends-in-the-Orient, Russ and Verna Curtis,
shared with us the struggles for independence of the peoples of Micronesia.
Marty \Valton inspired us with the deep joy of coming home. Home is
where we are wanted, accepted. and can become all that we can become. Our
Meetings are that home. Coming home also means coming into harmony with
God Peace is that state in which we are in accord with God, the earth,
others, and ourselves.
This year in a silent walk for peace and the environment, we carried
banners made by a Friends in Scotland. and focused on the query 11What can
we do for the earth and its people?"
We have become more conscious of our calling as Friends, of our
diversity and of the deep underlying unity that binds us together. From our
depths arose themes of pain and suffering, of healing, where we often struggle
with unbridled greed and selfishness. As we seek, we ask each other how our
Meetings nurture spiritual growth, how we deal with inward and outward pain.
and how we bring reconciliation where there is conflict Our replies show
that we are growing, but that we have much to learn In particular, we work to
appreciate our differences and to acknowledge the varied gifts of the Spirit in
each other.
A.A -
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Our Yearly Meeting is enriched with hopes for the future by the
presence of children and youth who are taking new responsibilities in the
Society. We remember Friends who left this life during the past year: they
have given us a wealth of blessing. In all of our Meetings for Worship we have
felt the divine Presence in our midst
The words of Isaac Pennington {1667) seemed to sum up the essence of
this Yearly Meting:
Our life is love. and peace. and tenderness; and bearing
one with another, and forgiving one another, and not laying
accusations one against another: but praying for one another.
and helping one another up with a tender hand
Signed on behalf of Pacific Yearly Meeting of the Religious Society of
Friends.

k(l}~~

Jane Peers
Presid!ng Clerk

</O'"i Mel bo. Rd.,
En~i ,-.it a.s
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REFERENCE
CODES

INDEX

REPORTS,[ALLCAPS]
Named Groups, P!aces, People, (Mixed Upper and Lower Case]
Publications, [i\11ixed
and Underlined!
subject reference, [lower case]

LOCATION
CODES

Plenary sessions are numbered [3-4 - Plenary 3, page 4]
Attachments are lettered [W-2 = Attachment W, page 2]

Representative Committee. March is abbreviated RCM
[RCvl-3= Representative Committee March session, page 3]
[RC.M-A=
Representative Committee I'v1arch,Attachment A]
Representative Committee at PYMis divided into sessions L IL & II I
[RC II- G-1 = Representative Committee JI. attachment G, page I]
AflHOC COMMITTEE
ONEXPENSE
REIMBURSEMENTS
TOPY11

REPRESENTATIVES
RCIII-3
Addresses of ~•fonthly :VIeetings
F-7
Advice and Queries on Peace
7-3, D-3, E-1. W-2
Alternative Revenue Service
9-4. K-1
Alternatives to Violence Project West
11-2, RCIII-2. RC-AA
American Friends Service Committee [AFSC] 1-1.4-1, 9-1
ARRANGEMENTS
1-2, 12-1. RCI-1. RCI I I-.3,
RC.M-3
11-2, RCII-2, RCIII-2. R0.1-14
Assistant Clerk
11-2, RC II-2, RCIII-2
Assistant to the Clerk
12-1. Q-1
attendance
Banners, Beth Cross
9-1. 15-1
Bilingual Communication CommitteetFWCC) 12-3
9-1
Brinton House. San Jose Meeting
RCII-1. RC-V
BRINTONVISITORS
I 1-1.11- 3, 0-1
BUDGET
Burma, Democratic Alliance of (letter)
7-3.C-1
11-2, 12-2, T-1. RCIrI-2, RC-Z
California ballot arguments
7-3
Celebration of Conscience
7-2,
Chernoble
RCI I I -1
Chico, Craig Hall
1-2, 12 -2, RCI - 1. RCvI-6,
S PROGRAM
CHILDREN
RC:M-12

-,

Citizen's Congress for a Nuclear Test Ban
7-2,
Closing 11inute
l S-1
COLLEGE
PARKQUARTERLY
?v1EETING
RGv1-2.RCM-D
COM~1ITTEE
TONAMETHENOMINATING
COMMITTEE 4-2. 11-2. RC1-1.
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RCIII-2, RCM-1.RCM-14
COMMITTEE
TOREADTHEMINUTES(see MINUTES)
1-3
COMMUNITY
NIGHT
conscientious objection
9-2, 11-1, B-1, N-1
CPFEA(see John Woolman School)
Curtis, Russ and Verna
11-4, P-3, RCM-10,
disarmament
4-2, L-3, RC-BB
7-4, 9-4, 14-1, W-1, RCM-8,
DISCIPLINECOMMITTEE
RCM-12
11-1, N-1
draft registration
EarthLight
7-4, D-1, RCIII-3, RCM-9,
RCM-M,RCM-12
EAST-WESTRELATIONS
COMMITTEE
7-2, 9-2, B-1. RCIl-3, RCM-11
4-2, 9-2, RC-BB
economicconversion
11-4, 14-1, RCIl-1,
EPISTLEco:MMITTEE
Epistle, Young Friends
14-1, Y-1
Epistle, Junior Yearly Meeting
14-1.2-1
Evangelical Friends International [EFI]
11-2
Faith and Practice
7-3, 11-4,W-l,RCM-8
FAMILYNIGHT(see COMMUNITY
NIGHT)
fees for Yearly Meeting attendance
RCM-12
11-3, RClll-3, RCM-1,RCM-C,
FINANCE
COMMITTEE
RCM-11
FRIENDIN THEORIENTCOMMITTEE
7-3, 11-4, C-1, P-1, RC1I-10
Friend to Friend Program (FWCC)
12-3
Friendly Observer Program [Mexico/ US] 9-4. L-1,
FRIENDS
BULLETIN
COMMITTEE
9-2. G-1
FRIENDS
COMMITTEE
ONLEGISLATION
[FCL]12-1. 12-2, T-1
Friends Committee on National Legislation [FCNLl 1-1, 9-2
Friends General Conference [FGCJ
1-1. 6-1, 9-3,11-2
Friends in Youth Work
12-3
Friends United Meeting [FUM]
9-3, 11-2
FRIENDS
WORLD
COMMITTEE
FORCONSULTATION
[FWCC]12-2. RCvI-13,
Gathering of Friends of African Descent

Greek Orthodox Church
Harvest Festival (FCL)
healing
HOLDING
CORPORATION
(PYM)
home
HONOLULU
MONTHLY
MEETING
In Soiritand in Truth (FWCCl
Interest Groups

RCM-0, RCM-14

7-2

7-1
12-2

6-2
RCII-3
6-2
RCM-2,RCM-F
12-3
RC1-3, RC-S
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International Theological Conference of Quaker Women 12-4, V-1. RCM-14
Israeli/Palestinian Conflict
J-3.J-4
6-1, RCM-3,RCM-4
INVITEDGUESTSPEAKER

John WoolmanSchool[CPFEA}

junior high group
junior membership
JUNIORYEARLYMEETING
Koptic Orthodox Church
Larry Scott Fund
Meetinghouse Fund, FGC
membership

MENITOPROGRAM
Mexico City Meeting
Mexico/U.S.border
Micronesia
Middle East peace
MINISTRYANDOVERSIGHT
MINUTES,APPROVAL
PROCESS
Nevada Test Site Witness
NOMINATINGCOMMITTEE

nuclear weapons labs
Opening Minute
Pacific Ackworth School
Palau
PEACECOMMITTEE

Peace Income Tax Return

PeaceTax Fund

Pendle Hill

Preparative Meetings

S-1

11-1, M- L RC1-2
W-1. RCM-8
1-3, 11-1, 14-1, M-1, N-1, Z-1.
RCl-1, RCIll-1. RC-X
7-1
11-1
11-3, RCIII-3, RCM-13
F-1

1-3, RCl-1, RC11-4
RCIl-5
9-4,L-1

11-4, P-1, RCM-10

9-4, j-1

3-1.4-1. RCIl-1. RC-U,RCM-8,
RCM-K
1-2, 7-1, 9-1, 11-1, 14-1, RC1-1
RCM-3.RCM-7
4-3, 9-4, A-1, D-2
4-2, 11-2, 12-1, 14-1, X-1.

RCIl-2, RCIII-2, RCM-12
4-3, 9-3, 1-1
1-1

5-1

P-1, RCIl-5
4-2, 9-3. A-1. H-1, 1-1, J-1,N-1,
L-1, L-3, RCM-2,RCM-G.RCM-9,
RCM-L
K-1
9-4. 11-4
1-1. 7-1
F-2

prison bond issue (see also Californiaballot arguments)

Punchon,John
Quaker Spiritual Quest [QSQJ(so. Cal)
Quaker US-USSRCommittee

Quaker YouthPilgrimage
queries
rainforest
REGISTRAR

12-3
12-2, S-1
7-2.
12-3

11-2

7-3. D-3.E-1, J-4

D-3, RCIII-3, RCM-9
12-1, Q-1, RCM-4

j

Pacific Yearly Meeting 1990--Minutes and Attachments INDEX
RELIGIOUS
EDUCATION
Representative's Attendance
REPRESENTATIVE
COMMITTEE
MINUTES
Reserve Funds
Resisting the Serpent, Ched Meyer

12-2.S-1
RC-Q

ROLLCALLOFMEMBER
MEETINGS
SECRETARIAT

1-2
1-2, RCI-2, RC-R,RCIII-4,

Right Sharing of World Resources (FWCC)

sexism
SITESCOMMITTEE

SOCIALORDER
COMMITTEE
Southern California Quarterly Meeting

4-1. 11-2, RCI, II, III
11-3
P-3, RCII-5
12-3. U-1

RCM-7, RCM-J,RCM- 12
12-4
11-2, 12-1. R-1. RCll-4, RCM-5
RC111-1
11-2, RClll-2 , RC-2,RCM-10.
RCM-N
4-2, RCM-2, RCM-E

Southwest Yearly Meeting
11-1, 12-1
State of the Meeting Reports
3-1
STATISTICAL
CLERK
9-2, F-1
Student ConscienceFund
11-4
SUBCOMMITTEE
ONTHEMENTALLY
ILL
4-1
Subcommittee on the structure of Yearly Meeting 4-1. RCII-2,
translation
7-2, 12-3
TREASURERS'
REPORT
11-3, 0-1, RCM-1. RCM-C
tJ. N. Test Ban Treaty Conference
9-4
USSRpetition on Conscientious Objection
B-1. H-1
UNITYWITH NATURE
COMMITTEE
7-3, D-1, E-1. W-2 , RCIll-3,
RC-BB,RCM-9,RCM-12
University of California Regents
4- 3. 9- 3, 1-1, I- 3
VIGIL
1-3,RCI-2,RCM-9
Walton. Marty, FGC
6-1,
WESTERN
GATHERING
OFFRIENDS
11-3
WIDERFELLOWSHIP
AMONGFRIENDSCO~fMITTEE11-2, RCIII-1, RCM-11
Windows
EastandWest
RCM-1o
women's theology conference (see International Conference on women's
theology)

WORSHIP
WORSHIP-FELLOWSHIP
GROUPS
worship groups
YOUNG
FRIENDS

2-1, 5-1. 8-1, 10-1, 13-1. 15-1
1-2. RCI-2
F-2
1-2.14-1.Y-1.RCM-7
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